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rhe attached material represents the working papers from the 
)AST Space Theme Workshop held at the Langley Research Center, 
t\pril 26-30, 1976, and contains a quick-look analysis of the 
~roct.edings. The material is unedited and intended for further 
lse by the participants of the workshop and the planning elements of 
~ASA concerned with space mission research and technology. It 
ilhould be '.nderstood that the data do not represent official plans 
lr positions but are part of the process of evolving such plans and 
~ositions. 
~early 100 of the Agency's top technologists and scientists joined 
/Vith another 35 theme speciaJ.ists to produce this working docwnent -
l document that provides a technical foundation, including research 
lnd technology base candidates, for each of the six space themes. 
rhe material in this report is considered essential to the development 
lfCenter initiatives in support of these themes. Copies of the report 
/Vill be made available to the Center Management Board and the 
individuals at the Centers responSible for the FY'78 program planning 
cycle. The timing of this planning activity has caused us to distribute 
~his document in this unedited form. Thus, it possibly contains errors, 
~opeful1y, more of a typographical rather than a technological nature. 
Nonetheless, the information contained is of a high professional level, 
reflecting the efforts of the workshop participants and will be invaluable 
to the planning and successful execution of the Agency's near- and far-
term advanced technOlogy program. 
Stanley R. Sadin 
)AST Space T~eme Workshop 
Chairman 
NASA Headquarters 
Study, AnalySis, & Planning Office 
)ffice of Aeronautics and 
Space Technology 
VOLUME III 
VII - A STATEMENT 
WORKING GROUP M-l - MATERIALS AND THEMAL CONTROL 
Introduction 
All NASA Centers and the Jet Proplusion Laboratory were represented 
on the Materials and Thermal Control Working Group. The Working Group 
was divided into teams to provide interfaces with each of the six themes 
represented at the Space Theme Workshop. The entire working group 
complement, however, worked together to establish the technology needs 
and priorities. The R&T Base program was developed by the working group 
as an adjunct to the themes development 
It should be noted that the scope of thi~ working group includes 
materials, thermal control, and entry. At the 1975 OAST summer Workshop, 
these disciplines were represented by three separate working groups. 
In reviewing the technology needs of the various themes, the working 
group found little commonality in the needs in materials and thermal 
control areas. In most cases, the materials and thermal control technologies 
must be closely tailored to meet widely divergent needs determined by the 
different operating conditions and environments of each theme: For 
example, the varying theme requirements introduced different emphasis to 
the development of composite materials and cryogenic systems. Thus, 
the approach of matching technology areas with various themes needs was 
not effective for the materials and thermal control discipline. Instead, 
separate technology priorities were defined for each theme. 
The diversity of technologies is illustrated in the following 
listing of the top two priorities for each theme: 
Theme 7.- Multipurpose Spare Power Platform 
1. Materials for Power Generation Systems 
2. Materials for Power Storage and Transmission Systems 
Theme 8.- Industralization of Space 
1. Spare Processing for Use on Earth 
2. Fabrication Technology for Space Erectable Structure 
Theme 9.- Search for Extra Terrestrial Intelligence 
1. Long-Lift Cryogenic Systems for Masers 
2. Stable Materials for Large Antenior Structures 
Theme 10.- Exploration of the Solar System 
1. Lightweight Nuclear Shielding Materials for Nuclear Electric 
Propulsion 
2. Spacecraft Thermal Control Materials/Devices 
Theme 11.- Global Services Systems 
1. Long-Life Cryogenic Systems for Sensors 
2. Techniques for In-Site Manufacturing in Space 
Theme 12.- Advanced Transportation Systems 
1. Materials for Advanced Propulsion Systems 
2. Advanced Thermal Protection System/Materials 
In prioritizing the entire list of technology needs, the working 
group emphasized the materials technology for the Advanced Transportation 
System (Theme 12) and Spare Power Platform (Theme 7) since these systems 
were considered essential building blocks in fulfill ing some of the 
other themes. Consequently. the top for priorities evolved from these 
themes. These priorities should have a significant impact on future 
programs for the materials and thermal control technology disciplines 
since two of these top technologies (i.e., materials for propulsion and 
power systems) are not emphasized in current OAST programs. Thus, 
increased support in these areas by the OAST Materials Division appears 
warranted. 
In the area of thermal control technology, the needs for several 
indicated the necessity for a change in the current trend in the program 
for this discipline. Although, the level of OAST support for thermal 
control technology has been declining in recent years, the high-priority 
theme needs for advanced thermal control systems indicates that increased 
support is needed. A particular important technology in this area is 
long-life cryogenic cooling systems for sensors, masers, and other 
devices (Themes 9, 10, and 11). A more concentrated and integrated 
OAST-supported effort in this technology appeats warranted. 
A few key theme needs identified potential voids in OASTls current 
efforts. An example of this is the need for lightweight nuclear shielding 
materials for Nuclear Electric Propulsion. Theme 10 Team and the working 
group concurred that this technology was the highest-rated materials 
technology for this theme. Thus, new initiatives were proposed to fill 
this and other current program voids. 
The total impact of the theme needs on the materials and thermal 
conti'ol areas is illustrated by the two highest-rated technologies selected 
for each theme. In comparing the support of these twelve technologies 
with OASTls current program plans. three of these are considered to be 
adequately supported. O~ the other nine technologies, three require 
major increases in support (i.e., 50 to 70 percent greater funding levels) 
while the other size technologies require new initiatives. 
A concern was raised by the working group on the impact of the themes 
concerning the fact that the Theme Teams tended to support nearer-term 
applied technologies rather than longer-term exploratory efforts. Thus, 
the more applied technologies received higher priority ratings and may 
receive greater support at the expense of the exploratory efforts which 
usually involve more risk, but often offer greater overall benefits 
in the long run. Thus, the working group emphasizes a continuing need 
for an OAST materials and thermal control program that is properly 
balanced between the research and more applied aspects of these disciplines. 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FOR
M NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE POWER GENERATION SYSTEM MATERIALS! NO. n7 M::l 0] 
PROCESSES THEME I W.G./ TA
SK 
DATE 4 / 28, 76 (Rev. 2~ 
2. OBJEC'tIVE 
TQ de~elQI2 IDAtee1Als aDd pr:ccessicg tecbllolo~ to peRIIU; the 
de~elopmect of bigbet efficiellC,¥. J oAge~ 1 ~ ~e spaee pe~,el" genel"et; on 
systems 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW Gl. WILL BE LEVEL C4l UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL rn FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: ]285 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM lKJ LOW 0 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING CiI OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH [] 
GRD TEST [] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes - EY ZB - $400K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Advanced eower generation slstems 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
0 Lower Cost Si Solar Cell Fabri~atiQD 
0 Higher Efficiencl Solar Cell Materials 
0 High TemQerature Nu~lear~~~tQr Materia]s 
0 Brayton Cycle Turbine and Heat Exchanger Materials 
--







SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE20F~ 
TITLE POWER GENERATION SYSTEM MATERIAlS/ NO. 07 M-J 01 
PROCESSES THEME I W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 / 281 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
1. LabotatDr~ de~e]QpmeDt of materJAlsLptocesses 
2. Big-testing~de~ simillated ope~ating conditions 
~..s.c.a.~ 
.--
-----4. Incor]qration in~licable slstem 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
-
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES IRTOP. OTHER) Solar cells - 506-23-12; 506-23-17; 506-22-32 
Thermicnics - 506-24-21 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Si Solar Cell 
-
- -- r-
AdIt.Solar r ... l I", _ 
R,. ... rtnr MlItlc: 
Brayton Matls 
Thermi.nic Ma ls 
MANPOWER IM-Y) 
4 INHOUSE __ 4 4 4 3 1 1 
CONTRACT !i ...!i _E; !i .~ ? 1 
FUNDING 1106 $; 
• 1 . 1 • 1 . 1 • 1 .1 -INHOUSE 
CONTRACT IO.~ 1,( 12.( 3. ( ~.( . ( -
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 10F Z 
1. TITLE POWER STORAGE AND TRANSMISSION NO. 07 M-l 02 
SYSTEM MATERIALS/PROCESSES THEME / W.G./ TASK 
-. 
DATE 4 I 28/ 76 
2. OBJECTIVE IQ develo~ mat~rials and RrQ~essin9 tecbnology to permit 




3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) lEVEL NOW [], WILL BE LEVEL [!] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT lEVEL ~ FOR OPERATIONAL S'YSTEM USE BY I:lATE: 1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH D MEDIUM [i] lOW D 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM D lOW D 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY D ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH ~ 
GRD TEST UJ AIR CRAFT TEST D SPACE FLIGHT TEST D 
OTHER (Specify) D (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes - FY 78 $200K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Advanced power storage and transmission 
-
s~stems 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
0 High Capacitl Energl Storage Materials 
Q 1:11 gb ~ower Laser Tr~n.s.miliiQ.!LMUeri a 1 s 
lLlligb Temperature Electrical lnsulator Materials. 




- - ----- --_._---- ---.~-. 




SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
FORM NO. I 
PAGE 20f 2 TITLE 
~OWER SIORAGE A~D IaA~SMISSIO& NO. 07 M-l 02 ~YST~M MAIERIALSLPBOC,SSES THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 /27 I 76 6. RECOMMENDED APPROACHIPROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 1. laboratory development of materials/processes 
2. Rig-t~st~u]~ted a~eratjDg conditions 
--- .. ----3 Commercial scale-up 
----------- ~-- ------ ------.i!..-_l!lcorp-orati_~~_Jn a.p.Ili.i£able s.Y..stem 
._---------
-
--------7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
~----
-





-9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 TASK ITEM 
Energy Storage Ma 1 s. 
















MANPOWER IM·Y) 2 3 4 4 3 3 2 1 1 INHOUSE ____ 
CONTRACT 3 3 5 5 4 4 4 4 2 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.2 .2 .4 .4 .3 .2 • 1 INHOUSE 
- -CONTRACf-' 
'-' 
.} .J 1 • 1].( [1.5 11.5 11.G -
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE THERMAL CONTROL IHSYLATION SYST~MS NO. 07 M-l 03 
THEME I W.G.I TASK 
DATE 4 1.8 l 76 (Rev, 3 
2. OBJE~TIVE 
To develop materials systems technologies for thermal control 
iD~llaticD s~stems fer long ljfe space powet s~stems 
3. NEED ANAL VSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [i], WILL BE LEVEL rn UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGV READY 
AT LEVEL [!] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY [DATE: .19831 
c) RISK lN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [j] LOW 0 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM [i] LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEuED: STUDY rn ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH !]I 
GRD TEST [i] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST'[]] 
OTHER (SpeCify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FDA 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
--_ .. 
-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
0 Lightwei~ht. ~able, rugged systems 
0 Impr:clled I:Ij arid low tempera~~~fonmanc~ 
.0 RFI trans~arent 
-------- _. --------
-
-- - -"------------ -
--_._----
- .-~ --- - --------"-





SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE ~ OF ...2..-
TITLE THERMAL CONTROL INSULATION SYSTEMS NO. ] M-l m 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE .J.. /~/jA 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(1) ExamiDe state-of-att of ~D5ula~~oR 5~stems 
!Z) ne~elop metbods .fnL improvlDg efficieD~ of s~stems with tbe idea of l~~er~_~ost. extend~ life 
._-




7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
-----







9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Examine S.O.A. 1=1 -------------- .-
--
-- _.-
.-. r--New Methods Dev. 
-----
--- -.---. -_. 
- - --
...- -. Implementation 






- r- -. 











.5.5 .r .!l .C .0 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 5 .5 .5 ,5 
CONTRACT 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
FORM NO. I 
PAGE 10F Z 
1. TITLE COMPOSITES FOR LARGE. LONG-LIFE NO. az M-
] 04 
Sf ACE SIBUCIURES 
THEME / W.G.I TASK 
DATE-i- /1.1 i Hi ( Rev:. 2 








3. NEED ANAL VSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [2]. WILL BE LEVEL rn UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNO
LOGY READY 
AT LEVEL []I FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY !DATE: ~ 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM m LOW 0 
di CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENT
S: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH rn 
GRD reST UJ AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 iCheck one
 or more) 
fi R&T BASE CANDIDATE Ye~ - FY 78 $200K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVAN
CEMENTS REOUIRED FOR 












5. SPECIFV TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT 
REOUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
_~mpos; te fabriill i on !J~~!i!.QQITIlli-': __ thin.. _s
..eCllQ,DL 
___ o_2.tru~~ura_l asse..mb!~_and 4o~~ng method!.. _____ 
._ 
-









































SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF ..1.-. 
TiTlE COMPOSITES FOR LARGE, LONG-LI FE NO. 07 M-l 01 
-
SPACE STRUCTURES THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /27/ 761Rev.l 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
_~eveLQ.P fabrication methods for resin-matrix compo s i te..L:::~.!!!QMSjJL OlL 
___ .!hjJ!J.e..ill.2DLfQLJ.u9iLC.QJle.C_tQrL ___________________________________ ---___ 
_ -'L..-De.Y.e.la,p ..assemb.b'-and_~dhe.siv.e__horu1ing..me.tbods----_---_------- .. _------
.i.--f.mente-Jlropet:ty_.data._oJLeiie.ctLof .lang=ierm...expCl£llfiL.1ilHU!r ____ 
expected operati~~temperature, vacuum, and radiation levels 
-------------
-. ----.--.---------- -_. ---------------------~~ - .. ---.. -_ .... - --_._---_.-




---~----- .. _------------ -_. --------._-_. -_.- - ----- .----------
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
506-17 -11 
---------~-----.-------- -- .. -----. -_.,------------_ ... -_. __ .. - ,-- --.- ---._--
----_.-------------_ .. _-------- .... 
_ ..... _ .. 
- ._-_._- . __ . 
--
_. - .. - - - - --_.-.----
--
_ .. __ .,. -----~------
._. ------- -------~-- ._------_ .. ---- _ .. -_._--- _ .... _-
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 


















-- --- f---- --- --
-
oExposure Effects 





_ .. - ._.-
---
- -- - - -- f--- --- i-------- -- --
orracture Tough. 
_ .... _------------ --.- - ... _-- 0"_-
---
--_.- r- -_0- -- - - - -- --- --- -- f--- --- -- f-- 1--- 1---
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MANPOWER (M·Y) 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF Z 
1. TITLE IH-SIIU MAHUEACIUBIHG Of LARGE NO. 01 M-l 05 
SPACE STRUCTURES THEME / W.G./ TASK 
-
DATE-L/JEt 76 (Rev.2 
2. OBJECTIVE To develo~ methods and technigues for manufacturing 
large structures in space 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW CD. WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
0) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW [!J 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM [:J LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [] ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH !] 
GRD TEST (j] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TESt ([J 
OTHER (SpeCify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes - EY za SJOQK 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Develo~ment of s~ecial structural design 
CQO!;eRts 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
0 Develop concepts for taking high density packaged materials and 
developillg st~lIctllr:a] members 
----
0 Develop means for ra~id auto~ted joi~of materials under 
orbital conditions 
0 Develop advanced NDE technique for use under orbital conditions 





SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F 2 
TITLE IN-SITU MANUFACTURING OF LARGE NO. 07 M-l 05 
SPACE STRUCTURES THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 / 27/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
1. Study available techniques applicable to large structures 
J. Dev~loQ manufa~tyring conce~ts 
-------
3. Evaluate COl'!ill~~ testing in large space __ vacuum faci1!!j_~~ ___ 
4. E~ilua~~~sing ~onceQts in orbit!l ex~eriments 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Manufacture structures in individual 
--
segments and transport to orbital altitudes for final assembly 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
--'--
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
o Co~£~pt __ ~tudy ...... +-- 1-- 1-- - .. - f-- --I--
o Mfg.Tech.Devel. 
1-- f------------ - -
o Grd:.}esting __ 
r- f-- I--- -- - _._- --
o Flight Testing t- f--
-





1 2 2 2 1 1 1 INHOUSE _-_ 
CONTRACT 
-
3 3 3 2 2 1 
FUNDING (106 $) 
0.1 INHOUSE 0.1 O. O. O. 0.1 -
CONTRACT 
- O. O. O.! O.! 1.( -
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF Z 
1. TITLE LONG-TERM SPACE EFFECTS ON MATERIALS NO. Z M-l 06 
THEME / w.G.1 TASK 
DATE-L- /~il!HBell. ]) 
2. OBJECTIVE 
10 determjne o~erall effects of lIaCIIUm, ~idiatloR, thQ~il 
c~l:ljng on g[Q(;lerties Qf materjals used jn space platform construct jon 
3. NEED ANAL VSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [!]. WILL BE LEVEL [!J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL ~ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY loATE: 1985 ! 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW [j] 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [!] MEDIUM U LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [] ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH [] 
GRD TEST [jJ AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
fi R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes - i200K FY 78 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Considerable laborator~~ests and some space fli~ testing has been 
accomplished for limited times - generally on order of 2 years - for 
many materials. There are stffi maAY materials that mbtst be testeG~ 
especial~aterials to pe u~~_i~_~ne pow~~neration and storage 
systems. Threshold exposure conditions and limitations of exposure for 
useful PI opel t;es must be ·deternrH'I1!ch-----
0 Vacuum evaporation effect= on hig~emperature alloys 
-. 
---




a Long-time ex~osure effects o~_seals~~ub~cants 
0 OutgaSSing of composite .stru~tural materials 
--~------------
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F-2-
TITLE LOHG-IEBM S~ACE EEEECIS ON MAIERIALS NO. '1 M_l n,:; 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE-A- / 27/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Initj ~] efforts jmlohle ellaluatiaD af materials IIshlg sjllllllated 
-EPace environments on earth. Advanced e~pe[jments ~i]] include sb~ ___ 
~enn spac;:e flight~,-and~~ntua] test beds on lOml-duration flights. ___ 
----------.~--.------
----------- --- --------
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP. OTHER) 
-
------
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
High-t~~_l]~ts 1-- --- f--
Coatin%lasses 
.. - t---






2 2 2 2 2 INHOUSE 3 3 2 
CONTRACT 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.1 .1 . 1 .1 .1 • 1 INHOUSE - -
CONTRACT .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .2 .2 -
?it 
" 
7 ',,":7 "f1 en 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM N
O. I 
PAGE 1 OF Z 
1. TITLE SPACE HABITAT MAINTENANCE & NO. B M-] 0] 
REFURBISHMENT THEME I W.G.I TASK 
DATE 4 / 271 76 
2. OBJECTIVE To develop methods and ~rocesses for ~roviding on-orbit 
maintenance and refurbishment for s~ace habitats 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW 1I1. WILL BE LEVEL m UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL m FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY [OATE: 1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW [] 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM []I LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY rn ANALYSIS m RESEARCH [] 
GRD TEST [i] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST· [jJ 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes - FY 78 reguirements 300K 
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REOUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Contamination Control - Waste Management 
Methods. NOD-Destru~tjve Testing. Qn-QrJLit Refurbisbment Ie~hnjgues 
--
-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REOUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Various factors associated with on-orbit maintenance or a space hatitat 
are included in this reguiremen~_as_stated 1n Item 4. Procedures and 
_2rocesses must be developed as well as refurbishment materials 
considered for routine maintenance ofa space habitat. Tasks will 
include: 1. Determination of containmant level tolerances and control 
--
methods ~. Fluid ~ng ggS SURRlY_mm~me.!Jt J. IDtern~l and external 





7 , $ • tr . $ 7 r a. $ • Mms .mr' 5 7 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORtNO. 1 
PAGE 20F 
TiTlE SPACE HABITAT MAINTENANCE AND NO. R M_l III 
REFURBISHMENT THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 / 27/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 





Construct model structures or com~onent~ to demonstrate methods or 
tec~niques 
-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 










1 4 4 4 2 INHOUSE __ 2 2 2 2 2 2 
CONTRACT 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 0 .1 1 1 . 1 - - - - - -
CONTRACT 
.2 2 .2 .3 3 .3 3 .2 2 .2 
7 'SIS'S '9722 Z '$79'3175'7'77 75 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 2J 
1. TITLE DEVELOPMENT OF LUNAR HABITAT NO. 
B M-l 02 
CONSTRUCTION METHODS 
THEME I W.G.I TASK 
DATE-A.....I-2Jl 26 
2. OBJECTIVE T o erovide earth-furnished or lunar-~Qnstru~ted struct
ural 
materials and develoQ construction methods fQr ~ssemb]~ Qf lunar shelters 
-
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW UJ, WILL BE LEVEL GJ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNO
LOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [1] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1990 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW [!] 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENT
S: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: ~IGH [] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [] ANALYSIS [i] RESEARCH [iJ 
GRD TEST {]] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check o
ne or more) 
fi R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVAN
CEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY EXQandable structures. foam materi
als I 
adhesives l thermal control. radiation shielding 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT 
REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
To construct lunar shelter. subterranium or surfa
ce. of various 
-
materials and designs. Studies needed to determine
 suitability of 
~xpanded structures, inflatable ~iner~ for caves
, foa~ blocks (IGLOOS). 
.,; N"; '"" Q~~u]~r ~QD5trY~tjQns • S
tudjes alsQ needed t2 determjoe feasjbj]jt~ 











'3 'M $ 
" 
32m7'? r 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
FORtNO. 1 PAGE 20F 
TITLE DEVELOPMENT OF LUNAR HABITAT NO. B M-l 02 CONSTRUCTION METHODS THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 / 27/ 76 6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED Construction of Prototype and DemonstrattQr.L~tructures on earth 
.--------------. - -_ ... "--_ .. _-----------_._--
---- ._._-------_._-- - ---,----~ ----- -.--------_._.-_._--_. 
.. _--





7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
-
-
8. CURRENTiPLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
.--
9. TECHNOI.OGY SCHEDULES 
FY 







2 2 INHOUSE __ 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 CONTRACT 0 0 0 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 
.1 .1 .1 1 .1 , , 
.1 1 1 1 .1 J CON1'RACr-- Il D_ O 2 2 .3 .4 4 4 4 .6 .6 ,6 
'Q 
" 
s • 7 '27 ;;; . T1 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. 
I 
PAGE 1 OF IJ 
1. TITLE DEVELOPMENT OF THERMAL CONTROL NO. i$ M-l 03 
TECHNIQUES TO ESTABLISH A LIVABLE THEME IW.G.I TASK 
ENVIRONMENT IN SPACE HABITATS DATE-L III / 76 
2. OBJECTIVE . To provide sUltable thermal control methods for providing 
livable environments in space habitats 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW []], WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW [jJ 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [iJ MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [] ANAL YSIS [!J RESEARCH rn 
GRD TEST 0 AI R CRAFT :rEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REOUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Thermal Control Paints - Heat ~i~es -
Second Surface Mirrors 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REOUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Both passive and active thermal control systems must be studied for 
potenti~l candidates for the majQr space habitat structures or for 
auxj]]ar¥ modules - to pr.o'Li.de.:i!nIlro'led ... J..ang_.l.ik.llstems..JuperiQr 
_jn performance to currently available sl'stems. 
Speejfic Iasks to jDt1ude; -- -. ----
]. Deve] opment of Thermal COrLtr9 t p.a i nt.s._ a_nJj .. Co~ ttnSL-
--Z. De~~lQpme!lt of H!ilat Pipes for~pecific r~irem'~XI.ts_ 
--3.. Development of Second Surface Mi rrorL ____ ._ -- ------
4. DeveloQIDent of thermoelectric thermal contro~st~ms 
r 57 7 ' $' r n $ 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE20F~ 
TITLE DEVELOPMENT OF THERMAL CONTROL NO. 0. 1.4_, n~ 
TECHNIgUES TO ESTABLISH A LIVABLE THEME / W.G./ TASK 
ENVIRONMENT IN SPACE HABITATS DATE.! /27 / 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Based on ~erformance characteristics of the best currentll available 





7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 








INHOUSE __ 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 
CONTRACT IR IR 18 'R !6 16 16 16 16 16 14 4 4 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 • 1 • 1 • 1 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
.4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .2 .2 .2 
7 7 r '$ R 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
FORM NO. I 
PAGE 10F £ 
1. TITLE MANUFACTURE OF COMPOSITE NO.~ 
M-l 04 
MATERIALS IN SPACE 
THEME / W.G. / TASK-
DATE~ /28/ 76 
2. OBJECTIVE Development of processes and equipment to fa
bricate 
structural members in space - to provide 
light weight large structures 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) lEVEL NOW [l]. Will BE LEVEL U1 UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
bl REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TEC
HNOLOGY READY 
AT lEVEL [i] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1990 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABL
ING 0 OR 
ENHANCING:X HIGHO MEDIUM [] LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY m ANALYSIS []] RESEARCH 1[1 
GAD TEST [] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SF'ACE FLIGHT TEST [!] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check 
one or more) 
1) ABIT BASE CANDIDATE 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVAN
CEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
--
-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT 
REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
-.6.ill~ maruials (fibe,=_ spools. shee,hiesins, p~r~.9!J 
can be 
transported in smalle~~olume_!~an ~..!~~ay of co
mposite beams or 
. ...J.!'usses. Processing eguipme~~~nd t~chn
~~~es suitable for space 
fabrication will be develoyed and~~luat~d~_n ea
r_th to demonstrate 
feasibility. Various form will have to be
 studied with respect to 






























SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORtNO• 1 
PAGE 20F 
TITLE MANUFACTURE OF COMPOSITE NO. 8 M-l 04 
MATERIALS IN SPACE THEME /W.G./TASK 
DATE 4 /28 /76 
8. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Determine which com~osite slstems offer 2romise of easll efficient 
manufacture under ZERO-G conditions 
Prepare earth b~sed sa!!!ples for a.!!~sis/characterist!~. __ . ____ .. __ 
Preparu.amp 1 es ...!n....lli.L~e f1 i ghtJf. pos s illi-... 
Prototlpe - small scale space flight production 
. 
ECQDQ!!li~u.cl.1n.. 




8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FV 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 




-_ .. _-_. . .. 
.. r-
-' 
'-.- i- i--~ 1-. -- -- .. 
-----_._-
--
MANPOWER (M·Y) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.05 m INHOUSE 
CONTRACT . 1 • 1 .1 .2 .2 .2 .2 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 2.. 
1. TITLE Develoement of Methods for EJt.tra!;;l;iQD NO. a M-] 05 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
-
DATE 4 1:.6 / 76 j 
. 
2. OBJECTIVE To make use of lunar minerals to ~roduce stry&turll !IlAteri Ils 
and/or sUE!~l ies for lunar habitat ys~~, 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW rn, WilL BE LEVEL [I UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [i] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: ]99(} I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 lOW ~ 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHO MEDIUM GJ LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY GJ ANALYSIS D RESEARCH 0 
GRDTEST 0 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST D 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Ct".eck one or more) 
fi R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REOUIRED FOR 





5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REOUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Lunar samples already available or simulated lunar samples can be used 
. --
. _--_ . . ---_ .
to stu~Lext.ractive met~~_s_a.!1<Lp.!'~p.~~Ju~lds of various materials .. __ 
Pr:.oduct~...'!.. of wate!....~.~.o.x.Y..9.e_'!...9..!1 .. ~.~.l unar_s.uJface_~~gLt~L~e 
exp-.l.Q.red. 
--- .. ---------. ---- - -_.-
_._----------------. 
._-_.------ .. --~---- -------- --~-. ------_.-._-----.-
---- --- ---~--- - . -----_. -- "- . -- .-----.---~~ --
.. 
.- --
-.-----_.- -- -_. - . - .- ... --- ---
----_._-_._- -- --- ---."----_.,- ... ---_._-
--------------~-- -_.- -~~--.----- --- ---- .. .._----
---- ---.- -. 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
TITLE Development of Methods for Extraction 
of Elemental Materials from lunar Surface 
to Produce Structural Materials 
FOR~NO.I 
PAGE20F~ 
8 M-l 05 NO. ______________ ~ 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 /26 /76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Complete studies on available lunar samples to determine compositions 
and amounts of ___ us!ful st~ctural elements or c~po~nds. _ C~.nduct~j~i_~~ 
extraction studies on lunar samples. Conduct extraction studies on 
--------- --_. ----------------.---------~-- ------------ - .. ----
simulated lunar s&~ples. Prepare structural materials from extracted sam-
--::,.---_._- -.-- ._--_._---_. __ ._----_. __ ._----_._-_._--
ples. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
--------------- --.----
-------------------_._-------------_. __ ._---_ ....•. _-
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
-.------------- -------------.-.------- --------
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
-- ~- .- -_. _. 
General Studie 
.- - ... --.. --1-- .--
--I--
- .. - - f-.- .. - .- --.- ---.. _ ..... ~-
-- 1--' 
- .. --- ,--- --. - .-- _ .. - .. _- --. -- ~+-.+-- --.r--+--I 
.---. ---.. ---- --. ---- e- --- - r-- .-. . --- - ...... -- -. .-. f--
._--.. _--_._----_ .... - ........ - -- -.... - ... - .. . 
-. 1---
- -- --.-




INHOUSE _. _ 
CONTRACT 




b b b b~+--f-+·-+--f--+--+--t--l--'-'f--If-· f-- '--
.3 .3 .3 .3 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 10F .$ 
1. TITLE Space Proces sing for Producing NO. 8 M-l 06 
--
Materials for Use of Man On Earth THEME I W.G./ TASK 
4 27 DATE __ 1_ / 76 
2. OBJECTIVE To take advantage of zero-G conditions to produce new and 
unique biochemical, structural, and special materials. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW GJ. WILL BE LEVEL @] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHDULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY ICATE: 1980 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW GJ 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHO MEDIUM GJ LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS Kl RESEARCH ~ 
GRDTEST Q AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST W 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&l BASE CANDIDATE Yes FY 78 Requirement 2.Q\1 
-
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVA~'(,EMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Consider<t:l e Basic PhysiCS and Chemistry 
Research 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Based on basic experiments alrea..iy accclilpl ished on space flights, 
the potential benefits afforded by space processing are enormous 
and will require expansion of experiments and scale up of equipment 
~----
to produce commercial quantities of certain biochemical or special 
materials. Space processing offers substantial improvements for 
biochemical separations and purifis;ation more powerful magnetic 
materials superconducting materials~~~ new semi-conductors • 
----






SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FOR) NO.1 
PAGE 20F 
TITLE Space Processing NO. B M-l 06 
THEME 1 W.G.I TASK 
DATE 4/27 176 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Use knowledge alreadl obtained in Sk~lab and ASTP flights and SPAR 
flights to develop comprehensive program, and to select best candidate 
- --
---processes for providing greatest benefits . 




7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
FY 77 RTOP includes many laboratory and SPAR experiments which could 
lead to selection of studies for scale-up in followi~years. ____________ 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
















INHOUSE __ 15 20 2C 20 20 20 20 20 2~ 25 25 25 
CONTRACT 15 25 25 25 30 30 4( 40 5C 5C 50 50 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.3 .5 . ~ .5 .5 .2 . ;: • t .2 .2 .2 .2 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT • ~ I? • ( I? • ( ~.( p.( ~.( ~.( 15 .1 5.( 7.( 17 • ( 17 • ( 
~ SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 30F 3 
1. TITLE Space Processing 
NO. B M-l 06 
THEME I W.G.I TASK 
DATE_4 ,27 1 76 
( .5 ) CONTINUATION (If Needed) 
Block No. 
Some specific tasks that could be included in this technology 
requiranent are: 
1. Commercial Production of Biologica1 Materia1s Tor ~eaical 
Applications 
• Production of UROKINASE from Kidney cens to dissolve blood clots 
• Production of lymphoctes for prevention of organ transplant 
rejections 
• Isolation of ERYTHROPOIETIN tor treatment of ~lClney f'allure 
• Separation of PHAGOCYTES for diagnosis of imunological reaction 
• Isolation of' Jl:RE for fienopfillla treatment 
• Purification of Vaccines 
2. Production of Electrical and Magnetic i1aterials 
• New magnetic materials for motors, bubble manories, tapes 
• Solar cells for Space Power Systems 
--
• Development of new alloys, such as directionally solidified eutectie 
• Development of silicon ribbons for integrated circuit chips 
• Space Processing of Ceramics and Glass 
3. Basic R&T 
• Study of Transport Phenomena in Zero-G 
• Multiphase Flow Studies 
• Advanced Materials separation procesies 
---. 
• Stability of E~ulsions 
• Reaction Phenomena-transformation processes-polymerization 
.. _._-
• Physics and Chemistry of Organic SI.,iei:coiiductors -
.. _,--
., 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF ~ 
1. TiTlE Development of Fabrication Techniques NO. B M-l 07 
for Space Erectable Structures THEME! W.G.! TASK 
DATE 4 / 27/ 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 10 develop fabrication techniques for constructing space 
structures from both composite materials and conventional materials -
in space for manned and unmanned structures. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW GI. WILL BE LEVEL ~ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL (2j FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE: 1985 i 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH~ MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS EJ RESEARCH [] 
GRD TEST EJ AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
-----
-------
6. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Join-.ng methods, such as welding, riveting, adhesive bonding, or --
unique mechanical means, will be needed to join modular sections of 
a large space habitat, or other space erectable strucUlres. Procedures 
-----~----. --------must be developed to accomplish these processes in space. Other 
-
--. ---------- ., fabrication process~s, such as forming, molding, foaming, casting, and 
machining may be required in the construction of various structures; 
methods must be developed to accomplish these processes efficiently 
---- -- ---"--_.---_.-_._-------. --, and economically. Automatic prOL('SseS to be given maximum consideration 
-
-- -------------- -- ---in manned and unmanned modes. 
.. 
- .. ' 
-' 
p . p ;t • r m t " ±i 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 2 OF ..5 
TITLE Development of Fabrication Techniques for NO. 8 M-l 07 
Space Erectable Structures THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /27/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED Review earth based processes to determine applicability to space 
-activities. Improve processes or develop np.w processes where necessary . 






7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
Construct modules with minimum amount of fabrication efforts required 
for space assembly. Emehasis on automation. 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
-
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 












INHOUSE __ SU PO TE B N I. 11 & 13 
CONTRACT SU PO TE B N • 14 & 30 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
r 7 $ 7:7 rim 2!1 q 7 
7 
r SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
1. TITLE Development of Fabrication Techniqu
es 
for Space Erectable Structures 
( 5) CONTINl 'ATION (If Needed) 
Block No. 
Specific tasks required under this need are: 
(l) Improved joining techniques 
• Welding studies 
• Riveting Methods 
, Adhes ive bondi ng 
(2) Forming Processes 
FORM NO. I 
PAGE 3 OF " 
NO. 8 M-l 07 
THEME I W.G.I TASK 
DATE 4 / 27/ 76 
(3) Molding, casting, foaming in place of polymeric 
materials in space. 




r 17 • 1 , 2 ;, $ 
-SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 10F 1. .3 
1. TITLE l.ocg Ierm SI2j)'~ Effects oD·Matea:ials for: NO. B M-l Q~ 
20 Year life Structures THEME I W.G.I TASK 
DATE 4 I 28,76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
~termjne Qller:5111 effects of ¥aclilim. a:adhUoR. :th9FRla~ S;C6~~Rg 
on properties of materials used in s~acecraft constructiQn 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [5]. WILL BE LEVEL m UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL GJ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE39BO I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW [i] 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING rn OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [K] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [] ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH IiJ 
GRDTEST 0 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST []] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes FY78 Requirement 2QOK 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REOUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Develo~ment of materjals seecific5l]]~ 
tailored to resist total effects of sQace e~eosure. 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REOUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Considerable laborator~ tests and some SR5Ice fljgnt testing has beeD 
accomplished for limited times - generalll on order of 2 ~ears - for 
many materials. There are still manl candidate materials that must be 
tested, especially window glasses, seals, lubricants, and surface 
coating materials. Threshold ex~osure conditions and limitations of 




SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF --1-
TITLE NO. 8 M-l Long Term Sga~~ Eff~tts DD Mate~ia]s fO~ 
20 Yeal: I ife St~lIctut:e5 
THEME/W.G./TASK 
DATE 4 I 28/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Initial effort~ in~Ql~e g~~]y~tjon of materials using simulated 
space environments on earth. Advanced experiments will include 
short term sp~ce fli~~pd e~entya] tp~eds on long duratioD 
flights. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
--- --
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
._----
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 





INHOUSE __ 3 3 4 3 3 2 2 2 
CONTRACT 8 8 8 6 6 3 3 3 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 
CONTRACT .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .2 .2 .2 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 3 OF 3 
1. TITLE lang IeeD SPA,e Effe,ts aD MAt~[jAls far NO. a M-l 
20 Year Life Structures THEME /W.G./TASK 
DATE-L /28/ 76 
( 
. 5 ) CONTINUATION (If Needed) 
Block No. 
Some seecific tasks required are: 
1. U¥ effects on coatings. glasses 
Z. D~~~lQRment of 02tics resistant to solar radiation 
l De~e]apmeDt gf ga]~~rj~ m~t~rjAls for long life 




SPA~E TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF Z 
1. TITLELar2e-Area Thin Films for RFI NO.9/M-1/1 
Protection THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 / 29,76 
2. OBJECTIV~ . . evelo~ ~rocess for fabrlcatlon of thick-metal. l~-area thin-
film structures for RFI shields in space applications having long-term 
integrity in the radiation of space. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [!]. WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL rn FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE: 1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW [8] 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [i] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH [!] 
GRD TEST 0 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE FY78 $250K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Commercially availabl~l~I.-.films (such as kynarL~ar, etc.), having 
a thick metal coating (~';u ), must b~val~ated for strength, fold and 
crease resistance, etc. ~~ck~gjng and storage method~ for thick-metal 
coated films must be_devis~(L ___ Joining metllQQs such as heat sealing and 
adhesive bonding must be develo~ed for fabrication of large area 
structures in s[1ace ()5km}. BotJ:u:Q.~ttmLar.d _~.Qstrate must be evaluatec! 





2 • is 7 P'S F 7 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 PAGE 2 OF ..2.. 
TITLE LARGE-AREA THIN FILMS FOR RFI NO. g M-l 1 
PROTECTION 
THEME IW.G./TASK 
DATE .!. I .2.7/ .1.6. 
-
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(]) Ella I uate cOllll!ercia I III allai] abl e tM ck meta 1 coated pO)llmer £j )ms 
___ ---for strength. fold and crease resistance.--C2~.De.s.ign.-..aJlt1-PrOlle-__ 
packaging ami storage tecbniQues- (3) Estab lis.h-h,v-W~wuLtestiD9--





















9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 B3 84 85 B6 87 8B 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
_UL _________ 
-- r-- -- c-- ---- f-- f-- - -- --- f-- r- --- -
--{2f--- ------- ---- t-- t:t -- ---
--Ut-----
t 
-- >-- i-'- ---- -- r---- -
-----
----






--1--- r- - .--- - ---- - --- --
-- --
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE __ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
CONTRACT 1 1 1 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .1 .1 . 1 .J 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE Structural Materials for lar~e NO. 9LM-1/2 
Sgace Antennas THEME I W.G. / TASK 
DATE_4_/1J/ 76 
2. OBJEeTIVE 
De~elgg ljgbtweigbt. eAsj]~ fabrjeated structllral lIlatedals 
having a low coefficient of thermal ~X~~Q5jgD ADa long-teen mecbanjea] 
stabflity in the environment of space. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
alLEVEL NOW [!]. WILL BE LEVEL rn UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
bl REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT·- SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL II] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE: 1985 I 
cl RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
d) CRITICAL.ITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING III OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH [] 
GRD TEST IT! AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [!] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE FY78 200K 
4, COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 





5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Materials and processes must be developed. tq, fab.!:.tc,~~_,J!!,~anten!!..a __ 
s truc.!.,!!,~~ in space ~OOML ,_C_a'!.dJ.d.aj:~J!!~ ~.ri.~~.Jl.._e. gral'!hite/epoxl 
c.ompos i tes) mus t be des i g" for: 1 ow __ ~oeff1.fJ.~!1L~L~he~J~xpans LQ.'!. __ 
throu~ompos i te fiber and __ ~l-~Q...~eve!.QP.ll!e"L._,J(),r:'g-term mechani ca_l __ 
stability to the env!ronme~t of ~pace must be ?~~~~~t~ated such as the 
influenc~ outgasSing LMr.ttQllar.1.Y-tlJ.f..1Qs..LQL.watill .... ...r~i a ti on. 





-- --'-- ... ---
_.' -.-----~ ------
- '-'---j 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 20F....1-
TITLE STRUCTURAL MATERIALS FOR LARGE NO. 9 M-l 02 
-
SPACE ANTENNAS THEME 1 W.G.I TASK 
DATE A. 12.1/ 
..lJi 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/~ROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
~ Design low coeffi ci ent of thermal ~ansiol. com~osite materials 
--W-__ ~op processe.lLfor._ 1 arge str.ucture manufacturin9-1n~ ___ 
--
-+J+. ~litibl fliA long ....t.8rm-lII8cAiRical ...ul»u.ty....o.f-l irge 5b!uct~s-in-the-
- QR¥l-rOOllleRt-Gf-sPKe--------- ----------------------------
-~---,--.. ~~~---.------------ .----.--~---- - .. ------~ -----




8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
-------_._--- ----.-----~- ._----_."--
-------- .. _- ---------.----_ ..... _-------_.- ----- --_. ~-- ._----" .. - -- ---- ----
-----------,-.-----~------.------ ----.----~--
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 




--- -- 1---- --- - - - --- '- --- ---- --- -- f---- -- f---
_12L ____ 
--- c--- -- -- -- --- -- - -- ~- - --- -- - - -- f--- - --- -- .-
_-L1L .. _________ , 
-- - - - - --- --
--
----'-- - -
- --- -- -- - -- 1--- -
---------.------ - --- -- f--.- --- -- f--.- f---- -- -- - f---- r---
------_. __ .-
-
--- r- f---- -- - -_. -- - ---- --
------- --
----- f-- f---- -- - -- -- ~- --- ---- I-- _.- - -- -- -- -- -- f---- -
--- ._------- - --- - -- -- -- -- -- -- f-- - -- -~-- --- --- ---- -- - -- c--- --- I--
MANPOWER IM-Y) 
2 2 2 3 1 1 1 INHOUSE ___ 
r--CONTRACT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
FUNDING (106 $) 
• 1 .2 .2 .3 .1 .1 • 1 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 • 1 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 10F 2 
1. TITlE Efficient and Stable Lubricants for Use NO. 9/M-l/3 
in the Lunar Environment THEME / W.G./ TASK 
----- ------------
DATE 4 /29 ,.76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Oeve' np effec..t.ille 1 Ilbri caots/barri ir f-ilms/seill s to IlreveRt 
loss of lubricant by creep/evaporation from massive rotating structures 
in the Lunar e.,vi ronment. ~~~==~========---------------------. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a} lEVEL NOW []. WILL BE LEVEL [5J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REOUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL []] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE B'( tOATE: 1990 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW [X] 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: EoNABLlNG [] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH [!J 
GRD TEST iii AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHE R (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
FY78 lOOK 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY ____________ . ______________________ .. __ _ 
5. SPECIFY TE~HNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Uti Ci~1}1J~!>ri cants LJ)_a_I:~i ~r.JjJl!!s_L?1LdjQr sea 1 SI)1U$_U2L<!eyelQj)e~~_ 
en~uT~Jo..!!9::'1~'!'~9_e~i!.c .. L jn tM _vacucm of the.1.u.M.1' _'!n.'lirol1!!!.mL ___ _ 
?-,,~se_~_t __ ~Q.ri C_Jnts~ !,.!! __ hiJlh ly vo laJi 1~ and creep $ igni Ii cant} X'-~nd QIJ....._ 
~~.!>.~_.!:'~i_..:d up()n fo!_~ 0_n9: ~enn_~p~~e app 1 i ca t i (~n. ________________ _ 
--- - - -.-------
- ------_. 
-------------- -- ---------------
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F~ 
TITLE EFFICIENT AND STABLE LUBRICANTS FOR USE NO. 9 M-1 03 
IN THE 
-
LUNAR ENVIRONMENT THEME I W.G. I TASK 
- DATE .A. In I .:J..fJ. 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
.11> Oevelo(:! effklmt.l ubrj cants , barrjer fj ]ms. and seals t!U:ed.uce......._ 
---
lubricant creep alld-.-¥o.llt..l..l~-- .--.---------.-~-.----
.----.--"------------.-.------------~.------- ----~--
-----_.- ----_._.- -------------- --_._-_. 
-
-----.---.----.-~~--~---. ---------
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
--
---------_. __ .-







9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
__ llJ ________ 
~--- _._- - _. .-
--
-- C-o 
























------ ------ 1--- '--- --- f-- -- f-- --- - t--- ---- r----- --
---~.------ ---- '-- - -- f--- •... _. 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
.5 ,5 .5 INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
. 1 • 1 • 1 INHOIJSE 
CONTRACf--
SPACE TECHNOLOGV NEED FORM NO. I
 
PAGE 1 OF 2-
1. TITLE LONG LIFE CRYOGENIC SYSTEMS NO. 2 M-l 4 
EOR MASERS. EIC. 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE....!..... /-28' 16 
2. OBJECTIVE IQ dgveloR adv~D~ed tr~QgeDjc sllstems for low temperature 
ampljfie~s in tbe range 20 K - lOoK 
3. NEED ANAL VSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [JJ. WILL BE LEVEL UJ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [i] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY !OATE:J978 J 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [i] LOW 0 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 00 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHO MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH (i] 
GRDTEST 0 AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST'[] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE £y?f200l( 
4, COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY C()JOOJllnications 
-----
5, SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Lifetime extension of refrigerators (seals and bearings), Brayton power 
n'ill.s ,for ref"'; gl'rators}. hi gh i so 1 ati on for Dewars (MLI! sUE~orts • 
. vacuum seal jng. and ,Joule-Ibomson vallle)..-and radiators and develop-

















SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE20F~ 
TITLE LONG LIEE CR~GQEHIC S~SIEMS NO. g M-l 04 
EOR MASERS. £Ie THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 (l8 / 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
-~Cu~~eRt ~e£r~~. powe~ 50U~'i$. diWi~&. at,. to be 8IJalYated fnr ]oog ]jfe imp~ovemeots 
(2) Eurtber deY~]Qpme~t 
(3) S~stem sAlectjoo 
(~l long-life readiness 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Redlloda ot un its. refi] L.dewa.r: 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 











INHOUSE __ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
CONTRACT ? "l "l ? ? ? ? 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 1 _1 1 -.l 1 J. 1 CONTRACT 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE Radiation Stable ComQosites and NO. 10 M-l 01 Adhesivgs for Long-Term Sga~e~raft Structures THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 /27 / 76 (Rev. ) 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Evaluate and develop composites and adhesives for lO-year 
mission spacecraft structures 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [2J. WILL BE LEVEL ~ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE:1985 ! c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [J LOW 0 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR ENHANCING: HIGH I1J MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY [] ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH [K] GRD TEST [K] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 OTHE R (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
fl R&T BASE CANDIDATE FY'78 ~300K 




5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 











SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FO~NO.I 
PAGE 2 OF_ 
TITLERadiation Stable Comeosites and Adhesives NO. l~ f{-~101 
for Long-Term Seacecraft Structures THEME 1 W.G.I TASK 
DATE 4 128 /76 .iRev.2 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Data wi 11 be obtained on long term radiation effects on candidate 
adhesives and resin mgtrjx ~QmQQsites, Composjte pane]s-Of epox~~nd 
polyimide matri~ mat~!,ials will be exposed at appropriate ra..diat'LQn ___ 
le¥els te oemenstrate-stltlettllal pel j for malice. Var y i IIg tiler mal 
cyc~ ~ Rg...w~ II also be ~Relijded. ~*p9SijFe dijFat~eA w~ll be af sijff~e~e"t len~ th 
to permit lla] jd extrapolations -to.. be made for: ]O-,¥eat: exposut:es....--_ 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
-
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
-
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 











2 2 INHOUSE __ 2 2 1 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE ':I .3 .3 .2 • 1 
CONTRACT 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF L 
1. TiTlE MAIERIALS EOB SOLAR SAILING NO. 10 M-l 02 
THEME I W.G.I TASK 
DATE 4 / 27, 76 (REV 0 
2. OBJECTIVE 
De~elop ljght-weigbt. tear-resistant. stable. tatge atea po]~~ 
films and tberma] 'antra] !;aatings for near: SUD aDd otbel: 
~lanetar~ missions. 
3. NEED ANAL YSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW 1I1. WILL BE LEVEL []I UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL ~ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW rn 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH rn MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH [Xl 
GRD TEST ~ AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE FY'78 S250K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
-
Large deplo~able support structures. 
attj tude control 
-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Conmercially available p~r films_..!1eed t~~_.~_valuated for 
tear and tensile strengt~fold resistance. and long-time high 
temperature use. Coatjngs and adbesj~es also reQuire high temperature ict@o rfty. Additionally. the adhesiv~coatin9 m~~~~ne~ protection 
against s~ace radiation to ~revent degr~datfon. Fabrication technfgues 
far production of large area films. 1 i . tlu.cling.,jojning.....techn j q ues • 







SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 PAGE20F~ 
TITLE Materials for Solar Sailing NO. 10 M-l 02 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 /27 176 J.Rev.2 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED Commercially aVailable polymer films will be evaluated for tear and 
tensile strengths t fold resistance and long-time ~h temQecature US~ 
Coatings and adh~sives-Ieguired will be tested for hi9..!:LY:~..tY.rL __ 
~ntegri~ Radiation protectille coatiegs lid]] be ellaluated as well as 
_ fabrication aDd baedHDg tecbeiques for: lar:ge ar:ea fjlms. jnc;:~udjng joining methods~ will be develo~ed. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
--
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 !!5 
TASK ITEM 
Test & Ev.al.. ___ r-' -- I--
--





INHOUSE __ 2 4 4 4 4 1 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 




PAGE 1 OF 
2 
1. TITLE Electronic 
Materials Technolog
y Based on NO._ 10
 M-l 03 
Electron Beam Litho
graphy 
·;'HF.:ME / W.G,/ TA
SK 






r processing of 
mjc~ocircuitslde~i,es 






3. NEED ANAL YSI
S 
a) LEVel NOW 12J. WILL BE L






AT LEVEL []] FOR O
PERATIONAL SYS
TEM USE BY [DATE:
 1987 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING
 ADVANCEMENT:
 





LING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HI
GHO MEDIU
M ID LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: ST
UDY 0 ANAL YSIS I!J RES
EARCH (!J 
GRD TEST I!J AI R CRAFT TE
ST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 
(Check one or morel 
-






 REQUIRED FOR 













ish minimum lateral 
size limitations of
























SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF -2..-
TlTLft t . M . 1 Technology Based on NO. ,n M.' no:! ec ronlC aterla s 
THEME I W.G. / TASK 
Electton Beam L~tbog~apb~ 
DATE 4 fZ8 / 76 (Rev. 
6. RECOMftI'ENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
An electron beam facility will be established for processing microc i rcui ts 
--
__ Md de~jces wlth lateral sjzes on the order of one~~ __ ~~icr~~ 
MOS dey ices wirt---be-fabricated to establish size 1 imitattons--a-ssociated 
wi ttl materW-s--tharacteffit-lts.---Wea-l'-li Rk structures-arraRged as 
electron switching circuits and arrays wi]] be evaluated for reliability. 
- - ------
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
-
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
.-
----- -----_._-----
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Faci lity------ .. ~- --
P-r-ecessiRg· ---
E-va+Ih1-t-too---- t-- I- --
"'"-
f-
.-~ f--- f-- ~-
-.-
- -'- f-- --- ---
. r--- ~. 
------- f---- --
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE ___ 10 t:'0 120 2C 2C 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
1 1 i 1 1 INHOUSE 
._-
CONTRACT 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE LQNGLIFE CRYOGEHI~ SYSIEMS NO. 10 M-l 04 
FOR MASERS THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE-L /-.:. I 26 
2.0~ECTIVE ~K And ] W far deep en YeAr lifetime space communications 
• 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
al LEVEL NOW [5]. WILL BE LEVEL [6J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
bl REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [i] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: ]985 I 
cl RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [i] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST GJ AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST GJ 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
-
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE FY 78. $300K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
..cmmun1eilt1ons 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Ljfetime extensio~refrjgeratars (seals and bearings), Bra,)lton 
power e~e]es (for refrigerators), higlL_isa1aUon far Dewars 
{MLI. supports. vacuum sflling. and Joule~mson valy~ 










SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF .-&.--
TITLE Long-Life Cryogenic Systems for NO. 10/ M-l/ 04 
Masecs 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 /27 / 70 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
• Current develol2ments on refrigerator~. I2Q~ourQe~ • 




• Add:! t:l ana] ea~]y. fllnd:lng to encollI!age I!apjd delleJopmeot 
• Selection of most pI!om:l s:lng sy.st em end EY ~8 
II DeJlelop ..£Ol:! long .. l1:Ce l.!ead,1ness l;ly E~ 80 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Wait and see b:t: end FY'r~ __ 
redundant units/refill dewar (remote) • or paramp passive 
-
rad1atQ~ (] ao.9K) ± 3X antenna d:lamete~. 
--
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
ADLa Hyghes a Ball Brosa Garrett a Phillil2s & GE - GSFC a MSFC 
& DOD • ___ K ___ 
-
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 7B 79 BO Bl B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 87 88 B9 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Evaluation ~ 
------ r-- t-- r-
--
r---
Added Funding ~ 
-------~-- --._- -- - -- f--- r--- --- _.- r-- - -Selection L~ 
------------ -- ~- -- t--
Readiness L ~ 
- -- -- f---
---
--r--
------ t-- - --- -- -- t-- - -- f-- -- -- -- --
--- t-- -
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE ___ 1 2 4 4 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHC,;)SE [)~ .1 • c .2 
CONTRACT .2.1.0 1.0 ~ 
<: 
; ~ f :,' ~: 
I. ~: I· 
;, ij i.-, 
fl , , 
.-;~ i 




! .; ~ 
c· ; 
: , I : : ' : ~ f 
:: ~!, i.; ( 
I , i 3. N~;~~~;~~;I~-~~:L~ '~E'l::-vE:·[~-~:-:II~-x~ST;~~ rL/::::--~=~--~1 
I h) riEOlJ1 HE;) I\~~.V Ar-JCU/Ii':Nr '- SllOll LD !-:E n'CIINOL OC: Jl.Y0DY _. !\T LEVEL LiJ FOH O:>;.::rtATIONAI. SYSTl:r;llJC;E DY [ll:~!!J~j3? .. .1 
I c) fllSi( IN /\CIII::VING I\DV/\fJC[UFNT: HIGIl [] MEDIUi'll [] l.OW !!J 
<I) CHlTiCt\Ll'I Y'I 0 TH~ 1·.CcmilPLl~jHrijr-Nrs: U'<!/\HLlf'j(; [J on 
U'JI-IM';CIi\!(;: I·llell rJ M[DIU[,,1 fjj L.OW [] 
r.) T I'.~;:Z:'-; r'J::EIJFD: S'flJDY [] /',N.'ILY;;IS [] Il[:S;:lIJ-:C:;; 0 
GHD 'fEST IiI Idil CI:'~\H -I EST [J ~;j>;\CL: FLIGHT TI:ST m 
011 n: n (;:;)d 1'/) [J __ .___ __. ___ ._. ____ .. _ ... _. __ , ___ . ___ ._y':h~:~:: ('!h~ (,~ 11)( ': :) 
FY 178 $200K 
,-- -. ----- .. - - - - -- .. _--_ .... --_ .. _._.---- ...... . 
-----.- -- •• --"'--_."--"".' __ ••• ___ "~k" ___ ._'_''' __ +.'~_'''''''.'_'''._'''_' _ •• _. " .... _ ..•. _ , ___ , __ ,,,,,, __ , __ , , ___ .. 
~. C(li/j:'I.~·:r.:~:·i\i r/~:r,"1 ~:~~~ ~<,(;~.():.:'~' /\J ;\.l.\fJ{;~:f;j ... ;rr~~ !~";O:..Jfl{~-=I) :'~()!i 
u:;~: (I,: '[1110 T:~::i;;h:'U)CY Turbine and compressor design 
r' :.~ . ~ .~ , 
L. I I ,~ • 
: :' ': .:; . -~~~~}:;i::'/·:I;.~~I~I~;·C:;:::::;~' '(~'~;'~i ~;,':';;;~:.,;~~;,:;.~ !~'!;;!-t~~ .;!: :';'~I~{; '--'- --.-~-.... "- -- .... -- .. ' --.,' 
: r-.. :., ',~.~. '.~',: .,",' A(~"~""'" ~., . "'1 ',. ,-,' 
• - 0#1 •• .... 1 ... ~ ;-"! _ ~ ~'" ;' .. ,: ,,: "J 
': ,. i: I 0. .. 101"'0, t a,d 0 .. 1 "a t i" of hi gh -'".per, t ure. hi gh-st ron 9th mate rl.1 ~ _ I 
.
>,:',:.:;,,";',',; :" j! such as ceramics. cermets, superalloys, and refractory metals for turbine, 
._co ..mp. ressor, and 9.as c~nt~~nment comp.on .. e_n.ts will be needed . 
. '. ".'. ':"',' 
I .... · t 
•. f.l '; ~I' 
III 
I ~ I-
1,,1- rr, I 
' (I) c, j".; ••. 11 
. IC' 
----.--,.-...... ----.. - ... ------.--•• - ... -----.---....... _"' _____ • _u .. .. 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
TiTlE Materials for High-Temperature PO'Ner 
Conversion 
FO~NO.I 
PAGE 20F .I.. 
10 M-1 05 NO. ______________ ~ 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 /28 / 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED Candidate ceramics. cermets. supera110ys ~nd refractory metals will be 
evaluated in appropriate environments for high-temperature perfcrmance 
in turbine. compressor and gas containment applications. 
_._-------------------- -.-------~----~~---~-~----
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
------- - --~ ~ ~~-~-~- --~-~.-.~- --.--
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RelATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 81 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM ! 
Select Candida es 
~ t---.J~~t ~ 
Ana 1 's i s ~. --~. -~~ - f--
~-~ - - --~-~~- -- ~-- ~---- -- r- ~~-~ -_. ---
- ~ ~~~ f--. ~. - -~-~ -~ - r-
---.. ---~ ~ ~-' .... ~ - -- .-" - - - - .~- - ~~ 
-~ -~ 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE _~ _ r--t--+,1--+,2=-+=-2+=-2+---+_+~_f__l1--- -f---CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 






SP.~CE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2, 
1. TITLE Materials for Advanced Energy Storage NO. 
10 M-l 06 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 / 27 i 76 
.-
2'~l~EbV~aterials for more reliable, high-energy density primary and 
-
--





3. NEED Ar~AL VSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW m. WI LL BE LEV'- L ~ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT lEVEL [ZJ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY [CAli: 1987 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 lOW !IJ 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLINS 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [KJ MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH [] 
GRD TEST [] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [!J 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE FY '78, $300K 
1--. 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGy ---~ --- --- - ------ ----.. ----- - --- --- ----_ .. _---- -----~-.--
------
-- --~---.---.-.--- ----




- ._--_ .. 
--.-------
----.. --------
- ._-- --- ---~---- _ .. 
-._-- ---_.- - -
- - .------"_._- ---.- .. --
~ 
5. SPECifY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 





_ .. -.-- - _. --
--
materials for nickel-cadmium battery components such as cell cases, 





































. __ ._--- ----- -
----.- " 








SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 2 OF --2L 
TiTlE Materials for Advanced Energy Storage NO. 10 M-1 06 
THEME /W.G./TASK 
DATE 4 /28 / 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Candidate materials for cell cases, separators, electrodes, and sealants 
will be selected and evaluated for perfoY-m'lnce in lightweight batteries 
for advanced missions, including-probe-s. - -----
------------- ----- - - ---.----------------.-- .-.------~ 
--------------------
-_._- ---~ 








9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Select materials 




-- ---Analyze Data 
--_. 
--- -
-----.-- - - -- f--- -- -
- -. 
--------- --- - 1---- -.- --- t--- .-
------".---- -- -- ---
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
1 2 2 1 INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT • 1 .3 .2 .2 
_.- ~-
, 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
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1-3. ';~/~'~~(;~-=~-~-~~~':-~;-:~;-:~~~-~-' ':'-~~~~-~:~=~=::-~='i 
I <l) LEVEL NOW [~]. WILL [E, LEVEl. l~ Ui\jD~:H EXISTII'JG PL!\I\!S. 
, 
b) nEOIJlIU:D /\DV/\NCEMF.I''l'f '" StlOUU.l iJE n:ClliilO
LOGY f1FI\DY 
AT U::VEL rIJ rOR O?,:iiA-fIOI'!AL SYSTr:r.1 U;:;E CY Gv~~·.:.J.®!.~] 
c) FW>!( IN ACHIf:\llj\IG NJVA!'Jcn,'H=i'rr: 
HIGH [J M::OtUil,' 0 LOW [Xl 
<I) cnfTIC/\UTY'm THE ;'.'.;COivlPLlSI·IUf:NlS: 
ENABLINC Cl on 
Ei'JfIN!CIi'JC: IlIGfll~J r' .. 1EDIUiv. [] I.OVJ [J 
'
I c) TAS:(S NEH)!'.:f); SHEW [] MJ.'.!.YSIS 
[J I~[S::.\RC:I LX] 
. 
Gr./) H:~;'j' !]] ("In Cil/\FT TESf [] fWf\Cl' FLiGHl Tl:ST [~ 
i'! $ Oll : E n (;~: 1:::eif \') [.1 .......... __ . ___ .... _ ._, . __ .___ .,, ___ .. __
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Solar Cells offer potential to satisfy thes
e needs, 
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-~--.---- ... -.--.>-........ ' ... ----- .. 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE20F~ 
TiTlE Radiation-Resistant Solar Cells NO. 10 M-l 07 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 /28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Gallium arsenide solar cells will be exposed at radiation levels 
encountered on advanced missions and evaluated for effects on solar 
- - ----------_._----
conversion efficiency, filters and other cell modifications will be 
------------ _. ----------








8. CURRENT/PLANNED RelATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
-
- -
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 










-- - - --
------- -- - --
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
1 2 INHOUSE __ 2 1 1 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
• 1 .5 .3 .1 .1 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 10F 2 
1. TITLE HUCLEAB SHIELDIHG MaIEBIALS EQB S~ACE NO. 10 I M-l L 08 
EXPLORATION FACILITY THEME I W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 / 291 76 
2. <?BJECTIVE 
Develop and evaluate lightweight nuclear shielding materials for NEP. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW OJ, WILL BE LEVEL [!] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [l] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY ~TE: ]981 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW [] 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
E~lHANCING: HIGH [] MEGIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY (!] ANALYSIS ~ RESEARCH [] 
GRD TEST [Xl AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f} R&T BASE CANDIDATE FY 78 - $400K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
NEP development 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
• Lightweight, lightweight high-temperature materials for nuclear 
--












SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 2 OF --2........ 
TITLE NUCLEAR SHIELDING MATERIALS FOR SPACE NO. 10 / M-1 / 08 
EXPLORATION FACILITY THEME /W.G./TASK 
- DATE 4 /29 / 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Selection of lightweight, high temperature materials will be made 
based on a literature search. As reguired l new materials and desi~ 
will be developed. These will be evaluated for shielding capability 
at radiation 1-eve1s predicted for nuclear electric propulsion sources. 
-
Lithium mydride will be used as a baseline material. 
1. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
. 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELA1 ED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
. 
9. TECHr...OLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 16 11 18 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 81 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
---









INHOUSE __ 2 A 4 4 4 4 3 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 4 6 .6 .6 6 5 .5 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .5 .7 7 7 5 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 3 
1. TITLE MATERIALS FQR PLAHEJABY eROSE IHEBMAL NO
. 10 M-l 09 
eBOTECIION 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE _4_ illl 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
De~elQP materjalJLfor miDimum weigbt beat sb
ields ia o~de~ to 
m ximize science payloads to all pl
anets 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [J]. WILL BE LEVEL r4J UNDER EX
ISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHO
ULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
 
AT LEVEL [5J FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY [
!lATE: 1982 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEME
NT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [iJ LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLIS
HMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [] MEDIUM
 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANAL YSIS GJ RESEARCH G
J 
GRD TEST 00 AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FL
IGHT TEST 0 
OTHt:' (SpeCify) 0 
(Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 




USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
. 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY AD
VANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
OevelOR reflectiveLnon-refle~tive
 he~d shield materjAls tQ mtnimjze 
the TPS wei gbt for each .p.lanetary4)r...abe 
mi ssi.lln......-Ib .. var; OilS 
materials wi11 be evaluated-and 
verified in tbe Ames Researcb Center 


























SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 3 
TITLE Materi a 1 s for P1 anetary Probe Thermal Protection NO. 10 M-1 09 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
1. Continue to evaluate new DOD/ICBM materials 
2. Develop new reflective materials 
3. Develop new caTbon m~!eria1s as.-!'e~essary 
,-------




--5. Confirm material performance in 165 MW facility 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS For mission requirements beyond limits 
of 165 Megawattfacil1ty, utilize Laser facilities. 
8. ~y~RENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP. OTHER) 
506-16-41 
DOD - Ballistic Missile Heat Shield Developments 
--
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 















MANPOWER (M-Y) 9 11 12 14 14 14 14 INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT 5 5 6 7 7 7 "7 I 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.7 .8 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .2 .2 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 t 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 3 OF 3 
1. TITLE Materials for Planetary Probe Heat Shields NO. 10 M-l 09 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 ,28, 76 
f 6 ) CONTWUATION (If Needed) 
Block No. 
6. Perform flight test using Shuttle launched 2a~load with velocitl 
package to achieve radiative/convective heating rates to confirm 
material performance/heat shield design 
--
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM N
O.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2J 
1. TITLE Materials for Abor~1 Entr:lLIm~A't gf NO. 1Q M-1 10 
Sxstems ~jtb Badioacti~e Mate~~als 
THEME I W.G./ TASK 
DATE-.! 1_29/A 
2. OBJECTIVE 
De~e]op ad~aDced materials to assu~e su~¥~¥a~ of A+G lAd 
nuclear wastg Ra~kAge5 io tbe e~ent of ~iSS~OA aboFt 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [j], WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 19S5 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH [i] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [i] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHO MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS m RESEARCH [iJ 
GRD TEST [!] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [j 
OTHE R (Specify) 0 (Check one or mnre) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE FV ~8. $ jOK 
-
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE Cr- THIS TECHNOLOGY 
-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Develop beal sbield mite~ials .s Fsqwlred to ~rotect each 
radigActjYe package according to the abort trajecto~ fo~ eatb 
mission. The environmental ~~eAts are~ff'~'At for .ath 
mission -Ind different from tbose of plaAetar¥ probes. Ibe 
materj a 1 s lIIi]) be evalliated i a:I tbe Ames art jet lAd 1 lSer.·---








SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
TITLE Materials for Abort. Entry/Impact of Systems NO. 10 M-l 10 
With Radioactive Materials THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE: 4 /28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
l. Continue to evaluate new DOD/ICBM materials 
2. Develop new carbon materials as necessary 
-----
3. Develop new reflective materials for Earth environment 
----_._---------_._._------------ ----
4. Evalu~~~~~a~t resistance of materials 
5. Evaluate ablation performance in ARC jets 
6. ~E~t~~ngfit_verH1cati~~~~t of nuc'ear was~e dis_~~sal package using 
--
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS For mission requirements beyond limits 
of ARC jets, utilize Ames Laser Facilities to determine material performancl 
-
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
RTOP 506-16-41 
---~--
DOD - Ballistic Missile Heat Shield Developments 
------ -
------
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Evaluation 




----.------ -- - r-- -- r-- ~-Impact Evaluation 
------- - t--
Ablation Perf. 
Flight Test- -- --
------ --- r- t--
--- --- --~ 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 INHOUSE ____ 
CONTRACT 0 0 2 3 5 20 10 4 2 
FUNDING (106 $) 
. 1 . 1 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 0 0 .1 .2 .5 ~.o 1.0 .3 .1 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF ~ 
1. TITLE Long Life Cryogenic Systems NO. 10 / M-l / 11 
for Science THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 /~/ 76 
2. ~BJ~C:r~VE 
. o eve oe advance~ crlog~nlc slstems for sen~Qr~ Qr QPtjes in the range lOoK - lOOoK (X and gamma rays, alpha and beta earticlest microwavesl 
3. NEED ANAL YSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW GJ. WILL BE LEVEL [il UNDER EXISTING PL.A:NS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY ~1985"] 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING []] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH I]] 
GRD TEST 0 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [!] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE FY 78, $300K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
DOD activities in rotary and V - M cryo engines. 
-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
0 Cryogenic fluid management 
-.-
--0 Large cooling capacity 
_. 
-0 Long life, durable containment 
-- --- ---.---- -----0 Cryogenic fluid transport 




---- - -_0 __ -
- -~.-------- ~ .. ----~- ,---
----
----,- ._0. _____ ---
-
- ' , -
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 20F-2-
TITLEr..S.mg L1f:~ C~~QieD1c S~stems t:Q~ Sclecce NO. la/ M-1/ 11 
THEME I W.G.I TASK 
DATE 4 I 29/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACHIPRC.GRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
• Current d~~kon r~frlgera.tQ~:3 • t!Q~e~ SQUl'cea. -
crlostats a and cr~eat-l?1pes for radiators ~l.~~ 
eva11,la teg_Jor iQn&J.~ _._--_._-
______ ~ ctlon ot: mosLprom1 sing. systemLal.-
• DelleJop fOl! Jong JHe :cesd:loess .b~ E'Y 80 
--
-----
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Wait and see by end FY-78. Eass ve 
;r:a.a1a.tQ~::; at lOQoK. O~ Jar!ge delllsl!s 
-
--
S. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
ADL. Hughes a Phlll1Qs & GE 
-
GSFC & DOD 
-
--- ----- ------------
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 








r·- 1---- --- --r-1--
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U 4 INHOUSE ___ ? 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.1 . ~ 2 INHOUSE 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
1. TITLE Sun Oriented Radiators .~--------------
--------------------------.---------
FORM NO. I 
PAGE 10F 2. 
NO. lO/M-l/12 
TH E M E / W-.G-""""C. ':-T-A-S-K 
DATE_4 /28 .. 76 (Rev.l) 
2. ~1e~tb~h~i~_t.ors which can reject heat wherl_oriented toward s.u.a.. __ _ 
and other sources 
.. _--------_._-----_.-----------------------------------
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW Q], WILL BE LEVEL I!J UNDER EXISTING PLANS . 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [) FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1988::J 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [!] LOW 0 
ttl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSiS [!] RESEARCH 0 
GRDTEST[X] AIRCRAFTTEST 0 SPACE FUGHTTEST [] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more: 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE FY 78 NOA $75K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY ____ ._Mate!:!~~ ___ . ___ ._ . __ ..... ______ _ 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Va!:~us r_a~~!~ co~!..i.g~rati~~ __ ~~~~ .. to ..E.~_~~~l y~ed _ u.!i 1 i_z.i n9 such __ _ 
features as frontal shields, lateral heat rejection, and reduced heat 
_.- --. - --- -~.--- ----- ~--------------- -- --- - -- - - - _. ----- - -------
i nput -'r~_e.l an~ts .. _p'!:~m! ~!~g_ desi ~ns _ should be tested and tb.e~J~ow'l!._ 
Ultimately, a system could be designed as a Mercury lander which could 
su·rvive-bo~t-h-the-h·i-g-h sola-;:-and·h~t·Mer~-u;y s~l~fa~'~ -~ 'SOOoF:--- ----
---_. __ .- ._--_ .. 
----------_ .. - . _._-----_._-------- ..... ._-------
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 20F~ 
TITLE Sun Oriented Rall1 ators NO. 10/ M-IL 12 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
----------_._._--_._-_._-----
DATE 4 ft7 / 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
• Study :a~~t_or/::;!"lield _conf1guration~. ___ . ___ ._ .. _. __ .. _. ___ .... __ 
_ .!_.F~~E'1-.cate~eveTa~_ promis_:!:-.ng __ ~1.12.e~ ____________ . __ .. 
• Test, make improvements and retest 
------"--_.---_. __ ._. --- _._--_._------". - ---- -~.---- -- - -._-- ---
__ ~ge~ig!.l._.£oI'.~E.e~~rl~ __ E.1!_~~i().r:!.~_~~9~'.c_ury _91'..b~~e_I'.~lClXldE:!'.L__ 
sample l'etuI'_n_) _______ . ____________ .. _______ ._._. 
___ ~Ft~~.dil1.ess __ byl'y._8LJ~9~._Q_rbU~J~ .~_ .lilnd.cr 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Hir;h temperature systems 
________ ._._. ____ . _____ .. ________ 1 __ _ 
~-------------------------------------------------------------~ 8. CURRENT/PLANNED RfLATED ACTIVITIES IRTOP. OTHER) 
Passive -.r1id.1.atorO;.l, heat. p j pes _____ . _____ _ 
------_. __ ._-- --_._--------
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 18 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 81 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
:.I.tudy 
Fall. & Test 
__ ...... l~lr=e .... al.i_-
.::~~ 
._ L~ ~ ___ _ 
:-t~ -
Test Orb. Had. A 
-- - .--- - . - -- ---- -- r-- --. ---~~~-- --
Design Ldr. RQC -~ !\ 
._-_.-----_ .... - -- -- _.- -- -- --. -- ~-.-
'rest Ldr.Rad. 
_ .. -A 
MANPOWER 1M·.,,) 
INHOUSE __ _ 1 4 444 
CONTR.4\CT 
FUNDING (l06 $) 
.. -
-- ._-
- --. 1- - 1--- -
-·t- ---1- -- ---~ --
- t--.-
'1'( tu 21 INHOUSE= ___ ~~~ln~IA~?~.~2~2~.~2~~_+-~r-+_--~~-+-4~-+-~- --t----
CONTRACT .2.4 .6 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 10F 2. 
1. TITLE IHSULATIONS FOR SQLAR EXPLORATION NO. 10 / M-1 f 13 
VEHICLES THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE_4_/29; 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
• D~v~]2~ hjgh gerformgncg ]jghtwejgbt jnsu1ations.ior....use in plaoetar..)L-atmosp~res for long life times 
• Dev~loQ high temQerature. 1 ightweigo:t jnsulatlQns for NEE -~ 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) lEVEl NOW rn, WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL ([] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE: 19881 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM []) LOW 0 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH [] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS GJ RESEARCH [] 
GRD TEST [iI AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [i] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE FY 78, $200K 
4_ COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNC'LOGY 




5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
• Various materials such as fine !ibe!:"~_~_J~~wders-,_~~~_!oams woul~~~ __ 
designed and tested for low conduction and convection heat transfer. 
--------- ----_._--._------------------Other important factors to be considered are: compatibility in vacuum, 
-------- .- --.-- -- -------. __ ._--------------------_._-long lifetime, handling,moisture and other contaminants. and applicability _._---
- -.~ -----------
-----over wide ranges of temperature and pressure. 
----------_._---_. ----------
• Current hjgh temperaturLinsula1.ions....inLnuci.eacrea.ct.o.rs are heay~~ 
lighter weight materials such as_t!l~ us~ __ of __ <:eramics conf~91!!'ed~take 
adv~nt;dge of lo~ conductivity _as we!la_Lg.~!!!~Jr!~iea ... J.lres. ______ 
-
--- ----.------~----. - -
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FO~O.I 
PAGE 20F 
TITLE INSULATIONS FOR SOLAR EXPLORATION VEHICLES NO. 10 / M-l / 13 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 /29 /76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACHIPROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
0 Study heat transfer mechanisms through va~ious materials 
0 Test various materj~_~s in different atmospheres 
... --~--
0 Design these for .. ciifferent mi~ions .1mars sal!lQlt r'etur~t~.~ _______ 
o Tes~ and develoLvari~L1!Qrous material~t high temperatures 
0 ~esign these for NEP a~~lication 
-
-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
Heavier Dewars, Leavi~r refractory metals 
-
-
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP. OTHER) 
-----"--
---
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Study ____ 
-- r-- .. - ~-T~t Jtm~._Ins. __ 
--
~ ~ 
.. Design I""' ~ ~. , ----_. '-r- --
Test Hi. Ii. Ins. 
,. ,~ 
f.-Oes i~for NE!_ >---








INHOUSE __ 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 CONTRACT 5 5 hO 10 10 10 10 10 ~O 10 
FUNDING (l06 $) 
. O~ .0: .0 .11i .0' • O~ . 1 • 1 .1 .1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 INHOUSE 
.. CONTRACT 
.2! • 2~ .5 .5 .5 .5 1 1 1 1 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 10F 2. 
1. TITLE Sample Return Container Thermal Control NO. 10LM-1L14 
THEME / W.G.! TASK 
DATE __ 4/27 i 76 
2. ~8JE9TIV;; 
eve o~ fhermaJ control for biological and ph~sjcal samples (ootainees---
-
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
al LEVEL NOW []. WILL BE LEVEL [5] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
bl REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY OOE: 1988 I 
cl RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM III LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
el TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH I!l 
. GRD TEST [) AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHE R (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE NOA, $150K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Biological Science 
-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
The return of ~hlsical samQles cannot be subjgcted tQ tem~eratureSLhjgber than their ambient. Biological samples also cannot be reduced in temperatu e, 















SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 20F~ 
TITLE NO. 10 / M-l / 14 Sar\ille BetllID Contajner 
'Ibennal Control THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE ...! /..2.8 / ..16. 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
~_ Detenr.:ine reguirenents for various rnissians/t;n:le sanples 
• Desiqn oontainer thennalLenvironrrental oontro] s¥stans for lrarj OilS 
applications 
.------------------ ---------
• Test ~rs with representative samp] es am jn sjlID1]ateil emdron::.. 
rrents 
-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Sealed Dewars. Pas~ive Qantajnets. 
Larqer variation in enYiroIJlEnta] oontro] 




9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 













INHOUSE __ 3 3 3 3 5 15 
CONTRACT 15 15 
FUNDING (106 $) 
15 l' INHOUSE:: .l~ l.~ 25 2' 
CONTRACr--- 75 7C 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 10F Z 
1. TITLE Thenmal Control Materials/Devices
 NO. 10 M-l 15 




2. ~BJJiCT~VE i 1 • o eve op mater a sand slstem techno1og1es for thenmal cQntrQ] Q
f 
high efficiencYI long life sRace~raft. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW m, WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOL
OGY REA~( 
AT LEVEL rn FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1 85 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW [] 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLI
NG 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHO MEDIUM m LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH ~. 
GRDTEST 0 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check o
ne or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
FY 78. $300K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVAN
CEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
None. 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT R
EQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
0 Heat Pipe Materials and Technology - High Conductan
ce and 
High Flux Density 
, -



















SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF .-Zt..... 
TITLE 
The'I"I'M J Ccntlnl MAb>-t:ial slhPui ces NO. 10 / 1+1 lIS 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 /29- /76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
• Deve!Qe new materiSilli OOtpatible with haat ~ fluids which enable 
packaa;i.w gf large r.ad i a:tcJ:s 
• Develo9 Deitl flexible lIlickiI¥l S¥"~""'5 
• Investigate Deitl insula+-icn ~tfIDs fnr imp'l"Y'JVl>t'l effi ciancy: aoo ]ewel: 
oost 
• Test cardidate materi 51] Ii! am. devicea 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Flexible fl!.Jjg ]DQps, nrnerate ex:ten::: 
sion of existim insulatigns, d!:!wax:s 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
Related work At GSFC am .m::: 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
New materials ---,~ 
New wicks -, 
New insulations I-q~ 
Testim 
MANPOWER (M·Y' 
INHOUSE __ I 2 2 
CONTRACT 3 6 6 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE OS 1 .1 
CONTRACT • 2~ 3 .3 
'------.---,---,.-.-.-~- .-
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM
 NQ: I 
PAGE 1 OF ~ 
I 
1. TITLE Operational Contamination NO. 10 I M-1/l6 
THEME I W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 / 27, 76 
I 2. OBJECTIVE Q~~e)op methods for tDntrolling contamination 00 seDsiti¥8 iubi~Sta.5. 
I 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW []. WILL BE LEVEL ~ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL III FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE: 1980 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM lD LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM [!J LowD 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANAL YSIS ~ RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST 0 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [!l 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE NOA, '78 $200K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY None. 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
0 Outgassing, AIC gases deposited on optics, mirrors, radiators 
0 Dust on rovers 
0 Biological contamination of samples, back contam. of Earth 



















SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED F01.,NO.1 
PAGE 20F 
TITLE NO. 10 I M-! I 16 Qgerat:iccal C!oDtauinaticm 
THEME /W.G./TASK 
DATE 4 /28/ 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
• Review am anal~oal1y IOOde1 contamination mechanu.- fOt: Y.al:ials 
materials migrat.in:l to OPtics l mirrors and radiators 
• Design sYStems to min;imize dust Jlrd:>lem on ~s 
• Detelllline meth:lds to teduoe sallPle contamination 
• ~ign grovlsiall3 fOt: eJjmiDath:~ back CDltam:inat:iCll 
-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
Higher level contaDination 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
MSFC activities 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 




Deter. methods ~f\ 
Book contam. ~ 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
2 2 2 INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT 2 4 8 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.1 1 .1 INHOUSE 






SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 2-
1. TITLE Long-Term Seace Environmental NO. 10/ M-l/ 17 
Control THEME I W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 I 2.9, 76 
. 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Delle]op tecbnjqlles acd p~cCedl1~eB !C~ bigb qlla]jt~, ] ong-]::1 f:e 
eD~1~Qnm~ntal control 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW 15]. WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [1J FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 19651 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [] LOW 0 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHO MEDIUM IKI LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS [!] RESEARCH 1!1 
GRD TEST Ii] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [XI 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
fl R&T BASE CANDIDATE FY 78, $lOOK 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Hone 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
• ~b~rm~l ~QntrQl and ~r~og~!ll~s 
G! CQntamln~tion - ~articulate and biological 




--- --------- - -----------_. 
--- --
-
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FO~NO.I 
PAGE 20F 
TITLE 
IQI'IQ-tez:m Space Emd" • ...... .,taJ Ccmb:cl NO. 10 I M-1 I 1'1 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 /28/76 
8. RECOMMENDED APPROACHIPROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
• See 5. cage 1 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 




12 2 12 12 INHOUSE 2 12 12 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE __ . • 1 • 1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 
CONTRACT 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 2, 
1. TITLE Rover Thenna 1 Control NO. 10 l M-l J. 18 
THEME /W.G./TASK 
."- DATE-L/.:JJ/ Z6 
2. OBJECTIVE 





3. NEED ANALYSIS [ 
a) LEVEL NOW []]. WILL BE LEVEL (!] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
! 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [l] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IPATE: 1988 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANAL YSIS [] RESEARCH 0 
GRDTEST I] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST IX1 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check ene or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE NQA If. Y. 1 ~7S S5QK 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Structures. materials. ~ower 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
• Radiator {and solar RIDI1) dUit ramoXA] 
• High tP.m~erature a~21icat1on -- inner Rlanets 
• Law temperAture IPplicAttQO -- outer plaDetslsatel]ites 
• Hfgh ~ressure -- Venus 
~.-
-- . 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORiNO• 1 
PAGE 20F 
TITLE lbve, '1'heDnal. ~tml NO. 10 J M-l I 18 
THEME /W.G./TASK 
DATE 4 /28/.J.A 
8. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
• SII: S. page 1 
-. --
- --
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
-
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
tam 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 




Inner nl .......... 
Venus 
Out~r n1 ........... 
MANPOWER IM·Y) 
INHOUSE __ I 1 1 11 2' 2, 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
CONTRACT 4 8 4 8 8 4 8 18_ 'a 
FUNDING 1106 $) os O~ .O~ O~ 1 1 O~ O! .1 .1 .1 1 1 1 1 .1 .1 1 INHOUSE 




-, SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 10F &. 1. TITLE Reusable Insulations NO. 10/ M-l/ 19 
THEME I W.G./ TASK 
DATE-4-/~1 ~, 
2. OIrJECTIVE 
IDxestjiate txgea gt ~euaable ~csllJatjcDs £c~ bjgbe~ pe~£o~. ~~D£~ andLor less cost with multi~l~ ~~11Qat1gn~ 1mgQ§~~ b~ §byttl~ OD ea~loads 
3. NEED A~AL VSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW (3). WILL BE LEVEL Ij] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY AT LEVEL en FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE:l985 I c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM rn LOW 0 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM [] LowD e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANAL YSIS (i) RESEARCH 0 GRD TEST {] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST ~ OTHER (Specify I 0 (Check one or more) 
fi R&T BASE CANDIDATE NQA. f:t: ze. ~5QK 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Structures. mater1al~ 
-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIREO TO ACCOMPLISH NEEO 
• Impr~vement of purge~ multilayer systems 
• Alteroate lQaa-bearlng ana ln~ulatlQn~ tor d~wars , Att~~bment and ~enetration heat loss,es 
• Cr~o and h1sh-temEerature a2Ellcat1ons 
• BE tcaDspa~eDt jeslIJatlocs 
• Aseel"lely, h&Ra11ng, RaR-4&&tpuatlve t@-&tl~ &QQIU& " "epai • Compat 1 b1 J 1 t4'--in-hrlth zero and one-.At...moapber.e.,--_ 
• Moisture and other con~alnl!lents 
-- -- -.----
-_ .. -
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FO'!,NO.I 
PAGE 20F 
TITLE REUSABLE INSULATIONS NO. 10/M-1I19 
THEME /W.G./TASK 
DATE 4 / 28/ 76J. Rev. 1 





7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
I. CURRENTIPLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
-
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 










1 2 2 INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT 4 8 
FUNDING (108$) .O~ • 1 .1 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .2 .4 
__ ~ ____ v 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF ~ 
1. TITLE Ccnt~cJJabJeL~IJtj~att Bacj cacth:e NO. 10/ M-l/ 20 
Heater Units ~RHUS} THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 I 27, , 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Eva:'blst9 approacl:Uti to modulate RWY~ aRQ assess tAe JBYlti 
watt RWY requ1r9m.Hlt i tor t~t~pe JB~eSieRs 
, 3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW Q]. WILL BE LEVEL l11 UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTeM USE BY [QATE: 1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT' 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW [] 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM ~ LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANAL YSIS [!J RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST [] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
-
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE NOA~ FY 78~ $40k 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY -J/lfilcA.a~1~iU~S , lUater1alS 
-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT R~QUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
• Thermostatic actuator -- - bimetallic or phase-change ('lement 








.- .-.---------,~--- .. 
-----.------






















.......... -,. _, _____ ._ •. _____ .. , ... ,' __ .......
 _. .. __ ~, _.". __ ._~ ___________ ,,~ __ "'_ ....... _ ........ , ... I&MIIlI.liiil .... ___ , 
I 
• I 
I SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORtNO •• PAGE 20F 
TITLE CclDtml labletMulthmtt BIllS NO. 10 I )
1,..1 J .,n 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 /28/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACHIPROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Design oootrollers 
Test controllers 
DeteImine llIllUwatt missicm. reqts. 
Estimam henefit/tnSt of IIIll tjwatt BHlS -
-
---
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
Elect. Heaters, 1 watt PfIJS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER' 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Des. Control. 






MANPnWER (M-Y) 8 1 INHOUSE __ 2 
CONTRACT I 
FUNDING (106 $) 
~ 
INHOUSE O~ OC .1 
CONTRACT 
L 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
FOAM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 2. 
1. TITLE Solar Probe Thermal Sh1eld NO. lOL M-1L 21 
THEME fW.G./TASK 
DATE 4 I 27: 76 
2. OBJECTIVE 
De~eJcg a ~b1eld a~atem capabj]jt~ fOI! pI!otectjng a 
sQacecraft from 22 00 suns (0.02 AU) 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW {]. WILL BE LEVEL 00 UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY [jiA1iJ.585J 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH GJ MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING IKJ OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS GD RESEARCH [] 
GRD TEST {]] AIR CRAFlTEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check er,e I)r merp.) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE NOA FY 78 $200k 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Structures I materials. communications, 
high solar test facilit:l 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NE~D 
• Shield materials - refractor
y metals, ceramics 
• Sub§h1el~~ - graghlte • 
Moly: 
... Specja] jnstJ:IlIDent pJ:Qtectioo 
----
- -,~-. - -.. - .. --- '- ---.----
-~ ... ----
l '-' --._"--
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED. FO'!,NO.I 
PAGE 20F 
TITLE NO . ....lO..-/. .1 /..21-SOla%: Prnhf:> ThDnru:I] Sbjeld 
THEME /W.G. / TASK 
DATE .i /~ / .,Zg. 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Investi9ate Materials 
Test Shield ~'sten 
._-
Design Soecial. Instr. Protecti~ 
--------
.. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
S. CURRENT/PLANNED RelATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
-
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 




INHOUSE __ 2 2 4 4 8 
CONTRACT 12 4 [, f> .10 [40 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.1 .1 .2 .2 .4 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .1 .2 .8 .0 [20 -r--
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE Min oK Cr~o 
NO. ]QlM1LZZ 
THEME I W.G.I TASK 
DATE--3 III /Z6. 
2. OBJECTIVE 
Provide Detector Cooling to < 1
0 K 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [!]. WILL BE LEVEL [[] UNDER EXIS
TING PLANS. 
b) REOUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHO
ULD BE TECHNOLOGY R::ADY
 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL
 SYSTEM USE BY I DATE: 1984 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEME
NT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM m LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLIS
HMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH I] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANAL YS'S 0 RESEA
RCH 0 
GRDTEST 0 AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIG
HT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 
(Check one or more) 





USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
IR Detector improvement for wave
lengths above 30~. 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY AD
VANCEMENT REQUIR~D TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
- liquid-vapor ~eparation device 
for use in 
° 
zero 9ravitl_for 0.3 K. 
- Fluid mechanism reguired to seQarate H
e 3 from He 4 using current 






SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORt NO. I 
PAGE 20F 
TITLE Min 9< Cryo NO. lO/Ml/22 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 / 2S1 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACHIPROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
- Investigate phase separation techniques used in liquid propulsion systems 
for zero gravity and adopt most promising for detailed invest;gat~on~ 
S~ace lab or ~guiv~Jent zero gravitl test reguired. 
- He 4 exhibits superfluid behavior at low temperature and He 3 does not. 
therefore the thermo mechanical effect may be used to accomplish the 
se~aration. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
-
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
---
RTOP (506-25-22} has ~lans to initiate acto, vitl in FY 77. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 





Buil d & test on IA lA 
ground 
Test in Zero IA IA Gr:alo!:it,)! 
MANPOWER (Pi -V) 1 1 1 1 1 1 INHOUSE 
- ~ .-CONTRA( I 1 3 4 4 5 5 
FUNDING (l06 $) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .1 .2 .3 .3 .4 .4 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF ~ 
1. TITLE Stable Thermal Control Coatings for NO. 11 M-l 01 R-l Geo~lnchronous En~jrgDmeDt THEME 1 W.G./ TASK 
DATE-L 1.2.81 Z6 
2. OBJECTIVE 
To develop stable coatings for use in geosynchronous environment for Global Set'vice Systems 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW (!]. WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY AT LEVEL rn FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1983 I cl RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [I LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING !Xl OR ENHANCING: HIGHO MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH rn GRD TEST KJ AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TeST 0 OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE '77 ~ $SOK; '78 ~ $lSOK , 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY NONE 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 








SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FO~NO.I 
PAGE 20F 
TITLE Stable Thermal Control Coatings for N°' 11 M-l 01 , . 
Geoslnchronous Environment THEME /W.G./TASK 
DATE 4 /28 / 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
1. Advanced SSM and ~aint coatin~ completed 
2. Evaluate conductive coatings for these SSM·s 
3. Efficient. reliable techniques for a~plication 
4. Long-l.i fe lab. tests 
.. . 
5. S~ace flight tests 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS NONE 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
506-16-32 SSM coatings 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Adv. SSM & Paints 
-
Condo Coatings 
Ap~1. Tech. e = 
Lab. Test F 
Fliaht Test 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
1 1 INHOUSE __ 1 1 2 1 
CONTRACT 1 2 3 3 2 1 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.O~ • 1 .~ • 1 INHOUSE . 






GPACE TECHNOLOGY I'lEt:O 
1. TITLE Techniques for In-Si tu Manufacturing of 
~~pace Structures 
FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF~ 
NO. _J]__ M-l 02 
THEME I W.G.I TASK 
0/\ TE -L I ~/_ . L.l76,,--_ 1---------------------------------------- .--------------------.----2. OBJECTIVE Devel~tbQ.ds and techniques for manufacturing large structures in space.. 
---_ .. _-----------_.- --~--------.--.-----
---------_._----------------3. NEED J\NAL YSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW OJ, WILL BE LEVEL rn UNDER EXISTING PLANS. b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY BEADY AT LEVEL [!] FOR O?EflATIONAl SYSTEM USE BY [\)ATt-'.-.t9~_J c) RISI< IN ACHIEVING ADV,IINCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM lJ - LOW [] 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING [!J on ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEm:D: STUDY rn ANALYSIS I]] nESEAf:CH rn arm TEST ~ AIM CflAFT TEST 0 S?I\Cl; FLIGHT TEST []I @ OTHErl (Spedf',) 0 . _________________ ~~~~::k olle or mom) .( <: t; f) :-letT ::lASE CANDIDATE __ .. ___ ~ ____ .____ ~~~_~ ~3.YOi: 
______ _ 
': ~~ l---------------------,----.-.--.~--.--------... --i,l H:5 ~ to. COM?LEr,1EI'JTt-\BV TECHi\!OlOGY AUVf\i\ICEM::N,S FlfQUHUm :=OR :'; g ~ f. USE Or THIS Tr;C:-lNOI.O(;Y DeveJQP~n.LQ..t_~al_sJ;r~~t.ur.ll.A~i1ID-_____ _ c,. ~1: ~:: ,~ ~~ R ~~ ~ 
--------------_ .. _----------------
;.: ,..;:..-: <' 


















































~2 ~~ ;~ r; , __________ _ ~; :~ ~ ~ ~ 5. SPECIFY TECHNO~OG'I A~~~j-;;;~~:f BEOUIHED -10 
- -----1 ') U Q.. r.., n .( ~ ~ f! j~ ACCC:\l?LlSj-J NEED ~~ ~ ~ J 1~ 0 Develop conc!p~for ~kj'l.9..ll!.~_~~_nsity pa'-~~ged_~~~_e.~~~~ and deyelo..~ng i;;~~~; structural menDers. i'~ ~ ~ fJ ~:~ 
1~ 2 ~ ~ ~ 
• ':r";M ..,; 
IU 
I~"" ICl~' a: >",<t 
IIJu...U .. 
-.100 
o Oeve.1.p.2. .!!leans _. for:.-!'~~.!~~~_m.at~~ .101 ntn9 .. ~f..~!~!:..i~_l~_~"_~~ orbt taL. ____ _ conditions . 
--------------_.--"-- ---------.- --.-----------~_?ev~p~~~f specia.!.1~rpos.!_~dhe~ive~:. __ . ___________ . __ . ___ ._ 
.Q. Deve 1 o~me'lL~ NOE te~~!l.t ques . __ . ___________________ . __ . _______ _ 
-------------_ .. _-_._-_._----
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORI,NO.I 
PAGE 20F 
TITLE Technigues for IN-SITU Manufacturing of NO. 11 M-l O~ 
Large Space Structures THEME 1 W.G.I TASK 
DATE 4 127/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACHIPROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
1. Study available techniques which may be applicable to 1arge space 
structures. 
2. Develop manuf~cturin9 concepts. 
----------3. Evaluate concepts by ~estin9 in large space vacuum facilities. 
4. Evaluate more promisin~ conceet(s) in orbital experiments. 
.-. 
. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROAChES/OPTIONS Manufacture structure individual 
segment and trans~ort to orbital altitude for final assembll. 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 506-17-11 large sRace structures onlx currentlx funded activitX. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79' £OJ 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM ~ 
!,-onceRts 
.- ~ ",. III ,. .... An .,. 'n, .,. 
' ... n 
.... In,", I <'<' r::: ~r::: i,., , , ~oinin9 Tech. !\.. 
w 'w. m' .... . .. .. 
~dhesive Dev~lop. N -1 14 !\ND NI 13 W [LL SA 'IS ;y fEE ilS FOR Gl pBA 
~OE Techniques S RV CE SY TE ~ 
II 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE __ L S OA IN 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
L S OA IN INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF fJ 
1. TITLE Long Life Crlogen1c Slstems NO. 11 M-l 03 R-l 
THEME IW.G./ TASK 
-
DATE.....L. /28 : 76 
2. OBJ£~TIV~ To eve 02 advanced crlogenic s~stems for sensors 
3. NEED ANAL VSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW (J]. WILL BE LEVEL lIJ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [1] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE:1982 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM (!] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS; ENABLING (!] OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHO MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH rn 
GRDTEST 0 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDA'iE '78 - .$200K 
4. COMPLEMENTARV TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIPED FOR 
US':: OF THIS TECHNOLOGY ~Activities in RotarY and V-M CrlO Engines 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
o Crxogenic fluid mana~ement 
o Large cooling capacity 
-
o LOlig 1 i fe. durable containment 




- - ----- ._- -~-----. --~-.---





SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORtNO• 1 
PAGE 20F 
TITLE Long Life Cryogenic Systems NO. 11 M-l O:i 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE .A /2.1 /.1.fJ.. 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACHIPROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED (1) Examine c~rrent State-of-Art 
(2) Recommend areas not presently covered 
._-( 3) Develop new ~ystems to meet needs 
-----(4) Flight testi.~g 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER, JPL SCience a ARC Basic Research. GSFC Cr~o Heat eiQ~s (S06-]§-Jl). ooQ 
-_. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SC ... 1=DULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Study & REC X X 
.. 
Develo2 Hdwe X X X . 





INHOUSE __ .5 1.( 2 2 1 1 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .2 ,.4 • (1 .( 0.5 0.2 ~ 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
1. TITLE Contamination Control for Large Space 
Structures 
NO. 11 M-l 04 R- 1 
THEME / W.G_/ TASK 
DATE 4 /28/ 76 
2'~~~d~V~thodS for controlling contamination associated with the manu-
facturing or assembly of contamfnation sensitive large space structure. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW eta, WILL BE LEVEL (]J UNDER EXISTING PLANS_ 
bl REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL Ii] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IJATE: 1981 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW [i] 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH []] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST [!] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST (] 
OTHE R (Specifyi 0 (Check one or morel co ... 
.. 
C 
IE i f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE '77 nonei '78 - $200K 
co i IE ! ~4-_ -C":O':"M~P:L:":'EM'::E:N::T-=A:'R':':'Y:":T:':E':C':":H:":'N':O-L-O=G=Y=A=D=V=A:!N=C=EM==E=N::::TS==R=E=Q=U=I R=E=D=F=O=R=====~ 
~ Is ~ USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Data development on contamination generation 
... f! K ;; ~ r ~ characteri stj cs of sources (materials, pverb..oM1Ldumps, yents. etc.). 
.•. ~ 
: ~::; ~ -------------------------------~ c ~ a t---------------------------------4 COM • ~~>-,o 
!l:3f~: c:C~i;: !;c-'~ =I=~e .Ow  .... 
........ c. E>->-W; u··~-~~::e~= .~~=~ 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
~_Develop analytical models for specific space systems involved. 
~lyt;cal re~~velop mean~ eliminationLavoidance/ 
definition of contamina~ion effects.! ____________________ _ 





----_ ....... _------- ----------- ~ 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
TITLE Contamination Control for Large Space 
Structures ~----.--------------
FORVO.I 
PAGE 2 OF 
NO. 11 M-l 04 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Devel~alytica'-..!!!od~Lfor 2P.ecific space~~t~s involv~1i ________ _ 
_ analytically examine inE_~ce~_e_~~1ronllle~~n~~~du~~~~~~_1 iz~cL _________ _ 
~'pproach _Jl?~~_icl~~Y'Qte~ti2_,! __ .!njlol:_~~~~j_~J~qlJir~~~,!!:~jJU.9h_~ _______ _ 
.~es tin 9_, ________________________________________________________________ _ 
--------------------------------
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS NONE 
-----------_.---- ------------------- ------------ ----- -- ----
8. CURRt:NT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
_None s pee; fi c_~l~~ted 3..QJ.!!9.~_~ee_s t ruet~~~_.Q!"_~d.",-a~~~_v~ i_e 1 eS_L 
_mod~!i~tec_~_~ have ~~en dev~l~pe<!. for sh~!.~le_~nder: ;~l_!n~_ta_s~s __ ~':l.~_ 
will be eorrelate<!_using OAS!J~!~ _____________________________ _ 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDUl.E ITEM 76 77 78 79 81i 81 82 83 84 85 86 81 8:. 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
----- --- -- -- --- -- -- -- --- -- -- f- - ---- ---- -- --- ---
SYH~ ~val ua~J~tn_ --f-- - - r-- ____ __ ____ _ 
---f--
Av~i~~!l~~J'_y!>j:ectj)!L ____ ___ _ ____ __ _ ___ ___ __ _ __~_ ~_ ... __ _ 
or Cleaning Tech 
----- - -- r--' r-l-- -- ----- c--- - - r-- f--- ---- -- -- - -- -- --- r-- --.-
Flight T_~s t i !l~_ ___ _ f- I -___ - -in __ u 1-_ __ 
----------------- - --- -- --- -- ----- r-- ---- ..---
-------------- --l-- -- f-- ---- - - --- f-- f-- - - - --- f-- --- e---- -- __ n -- r--
M~NPOWER (M·V) 
INHOUSE __ __ 2 3 4 3 2 2 2 
CONTRACT 




,~ t-0' 1_ C~ 
. tJ) c," 
~; I: .. I· 
'C 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF. a. 
.......... 1 ........ ' .... ""'SM ......... IQ~tl .... I'!"""MAZt.......,·_._ .. 'T~ .......... 1IIl,....... ...... ~ ... ~ ............... , ........... t.a. 
1. TITLE Ultra-High Conductlance Heat Pipe NO. 11 14-1 05 
THEME I W.G.I TASK-
! __________________ . ________________ ~_DATE 4 __ 1=27~/~7=6==~~ 
2. OBJECiIVl: 
_.Iule.vel.o.p.. h1ghl1 conductive.~°.c...9rld1ent oyer 10-100m long heat ,pipe 
-----------------------------------------------------2 3. NEED /j,NAL YSIS 
al LEVEL NOW [1, WILL BE LEVEL [!] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
bl REOUIRED I\DVANCEMENi - SHOULD BE TECI-INOLOGY nEADY 
AT LEVEL (1) FOR O:)ERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY ~AT(!....jjjiJ 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMt=NT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUt,1 [!]. l.OW D 
""---.-.. --..... -~ ............ -. _____ ._ ,,_ ..... - .. - , .. ·-___ .... _·._·~ ___ • •• ,. _ _. ... ".·.F_ ..... _o# __ •• __ • 
r 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED , F.O~O.I 
. PAGE 20F 
TITLE NO.--1lIM_l/nC; IIltl:a-l:ligb CoDdlictauce I:leat eipe 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 
.A. / 1.1/ 1..6. 
8. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(1) ~e]Dp cDocepts 
(2) ~lb~tCltl cIAdtdltl5 
(3) lest, G~~IDd aad El~gbt 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
BIDe 506-16-31 GSEt and ABC 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 




INHOUSE .1 1 .2 .? 
CONTRACT 4 4 9 9 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE - -
CONTRACT 
.2 .2 5 .5 
',,-----.---.=----.. :..=~=--... =-=-.:~.:=-.=---.:-~=-=---:.:-=------=-Dl\_TE.~ !~ 1l!1. __ ::., ___ = ..... 
I· 2. Ot~r:CrIVE Io .. .dev.elo.p_a....geometcl.c.-1ow...s.olar. absorptaDce~'!....Ol_~ . ...L
.therma.L.co.n.t.m.L,-









I 3.I'JEED '/C,Ii.1Aty::;m 
a) LEVEL NOW l!l, WILL f;[: LEva [!] UNDEH E}~
ISTING PLANS. 
bl BEOUIRED I\DVANCEMeNT
·- S!IQULD BE TECHNOLOGY HE
ADY 
AT LEVEL ~ FOB OPEH/~TIO"JAL SYSTEM u:
:;r: BY ill.t.l~-=-198Q~J 
c) nISi< IN ACHJ:~\lING ADVANCErll
ENT: 
IlIGH 0 MEDIUM [!]. tOW 0 
d) CfHTICALlTY TO THE /~GCOM?USlHilENT
S: HU,BLlNG 0 on 
ENHAt~GIi~G: HIGH rn MEDIUM 0 l.OW 
[] 
c) T/I,SI($ N:::EDED: STUDY [) AN
/\I.YSIS [J flESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST 0 AIR CB/\FT TEST 0 SP/\CE F
LIGHT TEST [!] 
t) I OTII " P (e')()ci'v) 0 
(Ch,;(;f; one or 11)01 ~) 
!~ i f) HUtT n:s':; ~:J\·N;)ID~n~··=-=_.~l50~:-~!.~ N~~~~!!,~._~·=-~~~ ___ ._ 
::~ E "-;; cr ~:;;:-~;::-::-~:.::-:~~ -:"~l·~r~.~-;'::~:::
-;-~-:-·~··· ~~ ~~~.--£~~-;;~-.~::-~ ..... ~~'. -
~.------.""-- .... --
i.! ~'i g '-' ~. .Y., .. L 3 ... :; f,' fA.) t 
f ':(';,.'~~" ... J~)' • ,l:lV:·,~lC'..;I/,.:j
\JT~) ,·,.:QUI,l.:D .-OR 
l' n t- u: 
i: ~ ti ~1 
~.~ ~ r~ !; 
r: ~::-! ..., 




,. - -~.------- -.----~.-.. --.-- ._-_ .. ,. __ ....
... ~-.-- -... ,-.-- -~-._ 
~~ \,,1 •. ; ~t~ 1- ..... _._-_
 .. __
 ... _-_







 ~ ___ . ___ A .. ' .... p_.""'._







. ; f? 1~ .... ~j i 5. SPP!IFY Tf:ClkJOLOGV l\;-)V;\?JC:;~,l;:i
'H n~GUmEl) 'f0 
[! ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~~C:':~::~~~~~.r> dlmil~r_\H2!"!lj!U.~.n~~tQr> j-'1J~~~!1-.~~~~t. __ 
;; }~ ~ ~t ~.: f 1 b t p t t h 1 i coatin s is limited to iC >. :-- :', :" so._at_a.~.<?.ry_._~~~~.: __ ~~~!~. _ ~~ .. ~ .. ()~_t __ :~:'_ ... __ ._~_ !. ... ____ . _______ ... _ 
~; ~ ~ ~ ~} ab~().rp!~~c!~_.!?!_. J .. : ___ ... _. ______ . ___ .
... __ . __
_ .. __ .
. _ .. _ .. _
 ... _. _
__
__
 .... __ 
=~==.=~~~====-==-==--==~~=--=---=--=-.=@) 
......... _-_._.
_ ... _-.. __ ..










































_. __ • _____ .... il_.II.IYtIfllllIl!llllMll'IIIII. , 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED '-, FORlNO.1 
PAGE 20F 
TITLE GE()IETRIC. LOW SOLAR ABSORPTANCE NO. 11 M-1 nil!: 
CWH'G THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE.!, /JJ/.l§. 
8. RECOMMENDED APPROACHIPROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(1 ) Stu~ IDd IDllxsjs Qf gegmet[j~ ~gnfjgUrlti2D5 
(2l- Build bO!adboatd items aDd test 
(3) Assemble ioto a~ta~ 
(4) Test 
-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
-
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
aIDe '506-]6-3] 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Study & Analvsis X X 
Br.eadbDard X X 
Arra~ Assy_ Ix x Ix 
Te.sL. X 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE __ I;; I;; ~ I;; I;; I;; .~ .5 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
.2 2 2 ,3 .3 .3 5 5 .2 
~------------.----------------------------
1. TiTlE Standardization of Themal Systems NO
 . ...!_l ___ ~ . .-OZ._ 
'THEME I \'J.G.I TASK 
--_.--.----
-------~.---
DATE_4_ t'f!. 116 __ _ 
"---"'--' ---_._
----------
_ ...__ .. _--
----
----
2.0B,rt=CTlV:: ~.~rove thermal analysis, th~l d~~J.gn-,..J.h!rm
aLhar~are. and testiJlJl 
I._..:.:niq~~, __ ., ___ .:=:;=:;~~--;=.~~____-~~=~~.= 
3. i'lF.F-O J.~I\!At YS!S 
,,) LEVEL NOW []. WILL BE LEVEL (!} UNDER I:XISTING PLANS. 
b) HEClUIRFO I'\OVAtICa .. iENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOl.O
GY nEI\DY 
AT LEVEL f11 FOH OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY [Qhi-:-t:....JJio·~] 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING AfJVAtJCEMf.NT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [!]. LOW 0 
d) CB!TICAUTY TO THE ".CGOivl?I . .lSHMENTS: ENABL
ING 0 on 
ENHMJCING: IlIGH flJ MEDIUM 0 LOW [J. 
e) TAS1~S i'!f:EDED: SrUD~' [!I ANALYSIS [] m:SEMICH 0 
Gnl.) TfSr [] AIR CHfd.:r H':ST [J ~i'ACE fLIGHT TEST 0 
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;.: : . .; (,..1 r:1 Ci, ~.- ......... I~ .tM, • 
I ~."" .. I"'.' •• 'J,.l 1'0_' ,\ .. ·.1 .. IJI __ loI ~""\
I,... '... • 
:::;~:~: U3[ Oi: THIS T::';Cl·;;·,JOLOGV ______
 ... _____
 .. __ ....•. __ . ___ . ____
_ . ___ ._
 ... _. __
 _ 
• , \'.1 ~.I VI 
.. 'J i: ~: c"; 
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____
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___
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FOrO. I 
PAGE 20F_ 
TITLE Standardization of Thenna1 Systems NO. 11 M-l 07 R-1 
THEME / \V.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 _/28/ 76 
8. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEE!;> 
(1) To examine current ana1lt1cal design hardware mfg. and test 
technigues 
(2) Reconmend a~as which need improvement 
(3) Imp1e~nt reguired changes 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Continue old waY 
8. CURRENTIPLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
New start NI-ll1 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Analvsis X 




INHOUSE __ .0 .<1.( .0 
CON1qACT 5.0 ~.( ~.( 5.0 
FUNDING (106 $) 
-, -INHOUSe - -
CONTRACT· .4 .j .( .4 
-
-"'--
--:---.---...;..._-.:.... '-' ---...:....;...; •:...;.., . j ....;. ~. ·y~::·0,;:~,,~>~_1 ... ; " 
,", ,', 
.... ,' ~. " .,.' .. ~ ,'; ........ , .. '" ,""" ' .. ~ , ,. .... 
. '. 
"K'''l''"'''' "'ACE T~CHNOLOGV NEED 
. PAGE 1 O~~l"·' .'. " , :. ~ 
1. TITLE Dtmension.lll Stable Structural Mater1ils NO. 11 M-'r":'08' Rl '. , 
THEME I W.G./ TASK 
,: ,0 ,~ •• ,. .., 




-','" .'J',' ,: etDldde atlu:1llatdtb bjSlb djlDlDsiaoll stabU 11;,\£ fft~ Global Seaice SystetllS. 
. , 
, , 
3. NEED ANAL YSIS 
a' LEVEL NOW rn. WILL BE LEVEL [J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY AT LEVEL [i] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE: 1982 I c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT. 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [i) LowD 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING (i] OR ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW D 
I 
. ! 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANAL VSIS I]) RESEARCH []) GRDTESTO AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACe FLIGHT TEST [J OTHER (Specify I 0 (Check one or morel 
fl R&T BASE CANDIDATE '77 nonei new start $200K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY NONE 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 







~ ·10. ':"-:j ,'t." .. ~._ ~: : ;"~ACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
.. ~ ,r; ":".: '.'.- .";. 
.' " 
NO. 11 M-l 08·' 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
~~======··="='==================~~D~A~T5E~~~/~~~/~~L-~." 
8. RECOMMENDED APPROACHIPROGJlAM PLAN.l'O ACCOMPLIsH NEED, . '.' 
1. Inyest~gation of techniques to .tnimbe thenaal distortion ,in 
composites. • : d 
2. Construct dand test inl aboratoty. .' ...., ',-
" 
3. Scale-up and retest in laboratoTY. 
4. Investigate techniques for spaCe; jOining and tes't in 1 abo : 
5. Flight test for lon9,:,,111e and thenual expansion. " 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS NONE 
~~------------------------
B. CURRENTIPLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP. OTHER) 
On going activities in NASA and DOD related but needs advancement. 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
~~ch. for Min. 
I,hennal D1st. 














1 2 Z Z 1 INHOUSE ____ +-~~~~~~~~~~_+_+~~~~~~~~ 
CONTRACT Z 4 4 Z 1 
FUNDING (108 $) 
05 .1 .1 .1 .1 
15 .~ .1 
INHOUSE CONTRAC=T--'~-+~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
• 'J ~ 
" 
., 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. 1 
PAGE 1 OF ~ 
1. TITLE Jl1t~ra 1 Li ght Wei ght Heat Pi~es for NO. 11 M-l 09 
Antennaes and Radiators THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE -i. /28. / Z§ 
2. O~ECtIV~ velo~ ight weight heat ~i~e s~stem for AnteDDAes and radiators 
which can be packaged in shuttle. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
al LEVEL NOW []. WILL BE LEVEL m UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
bl REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL I1l FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IDATE : 1985 I 
cl RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS : ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING : HIGHQ MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED : STUDY GI ANAL YSIS Ii] RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST ~ AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [] 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE '78 New Start - $150K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REOUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY StrYctures. mAt~rjA]S 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
eol.llmeri c and com[!QS jt~ t~ll~ M.a.t.. pj pe material S 
Flexible wicks and intergal coatings 





0', "', IF' M-f'~09. N.. ' 1 
" THEME I W.G./ TASK 
DATE-L 12A' Z6 
'!.",;~.: •. '::~ F " ._ • 
2. OBJEctiVE , . ' t 
oeyeTOpl1ght weight heat pipe sYstem for Mhoous and radiators 
wl\fthcan k. paCkagie'd in shuttle. .. 
3. NEED ~LYSIS , 
.) LEVeL NOW I] , WILL ,BE LEVEL rn UNDER EXtSrlNG PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL (11' FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IPAIE: 1985 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH D" MEDIUM-'m LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING D OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH GI MEDIUM D LOW D 
el TASKS NEEDED: STUDY UJ ANALYSIS IiJ RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST ([] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST rn 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) i 
I f) RAT BASE CANDIDATE '78 New Start· $150K el! a ~4-.C-0~M~P=L~EM~EN=T~A~R=Y~T~E~C~H~N~0-LOG~Y=A=D=V=ANC===E~M:E=N=TS==R=EQ=U=I=R=ED==FO==R========~~ ill i USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY ... SllUtlLr.Jllyc~t~yre...-.s ..... .IIIMllLltlllie.a..r1u ...... 1siL.-_______ _ 
·111- I!! a-S " I ..... _
D ~ C 
... ~ is t-------------------..... i; i ~ I 5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
J § ri i ; ACCOMPLISH NEED II ~ I i Polp-r1c and composite type be.t pipe m.terials 




SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORtNO. 1 
PAGE 2 OF 
TiTlE Integral Light Wefght Heat Pf~es for NO. 11 M-l 09 
Antennaes and Radfators THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /28 / 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(1) Develop new materials compatfble with heat pipe fluids 
(2) Develo~ new wicking slstems 
--- --
-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Fluid looQs 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RelATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
S06-l6-3lj JSC Activities 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
DettlQ~ Mate ri als Ix x .x 
Deve lop WiI.:ks x x x 
Integrate w/rad. & an x x 
Test (FLT) x x x 
Dperat i ona 1 x 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE _ _ .0 • G1 .C ,0 ,Q , ( ,a ,C 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .2 2 .5 .S .5 .5 5 
-
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 3 1. TITLE ADVANCED TPSLMATERIALS FQR NO. ~2 ".1 01 AnYAHCEC ~EHICLE. or ~EHICIE. Hit YEIHCLE THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 /27 , J6 2. OBJECTIVE P~~ide minimum ~eigbt I~S ~itb required serllice Ufe 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [!] . WILL BE LEVEL [5J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY AT LEVEL GJ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY fQA!L ]985 I I c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT : HIGH 0 MEDIUM GJ LOW 0 d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS : ENABLING 0 OR ENHANCING : HIGH []I MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 e) TASKS NEEDI:D : STUDY 0 ANALYSIS Gl RESEARCH GI GRD TEST [i] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST [i] OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) f ) R&T BASE CANDIDATE FY 78 - $550K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
ImprQ~ed metallic aDd DOD-metal]ic materials ~ith-hJgber temperature caPAbilities And the required reuseabilit~ ate-required~ provide options for a~ljcatian to tbe reentry Vlbicles-ippropriate to the environment dictated b¥ the a~namdC-COnf1guration and ~jcle trajecta r ¥. Ihe new materials are required to be r~Mseabie uR t2 tem~erltu[es gf ]6000 K, So~a~icatjQns reQuire higher tempe~atures with limited re~~e. Flight tests under OEX Program are required to verify sane of the developments . 
-
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED F0Rj-1 NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 
TITLE Advanced TPS/Materials for Advanced Vehicle. NO. 12 M-l 01 
OT Vehicle. HLL Vehicle THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /28/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
l. Develop high-temperature rigid RSI materials 
2. Develop high-temperature flexible RSI materials 
--
3. Improve creep resistance of super alloy metals 
_ 0 _ ___ _ 
4. Determine potential of non-catalytic surfaces 
5. Determine effects of TPS design on boundary layer transition 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Heat-pipe leading edges 
8. Ck%~ENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
506-16-42 . 43 
OEX - New i~itiatiwe #131 : Five proposed t~sks for flight tes ts . 
These are enumerated on page 3, 
I 
9. TECHNOLOGY 5CHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
HI Temp HRSI 
HI Temp FRSI 
Low Creep Me t als 
Low Catalytic 




MANPOWER (M·Y) 7 8 9 11 10 10 9 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 7 7 8 8 9 9 9 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.6 .6 .6 .6 . 7 .7 • '7 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .4 .4 .5 .5 .6 .6 .6 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 3 OF 3 
1. TiTlE Advanced TPS/Materials for Advanced NO. 12 M-l 01 
Vehicle. OT Vehicle. HLL Vehicle THEME 1 W.G./ TASK 
DATE 4 128 1 76 
( 6 ) CONTINUATION (If Needed) 
Block No. 
6. Develop materials for direct reentry of orbital transfer vehicle 
7. Develop materials for aero-braked orbital transfer vehicle 
OEX PROPOSED TASKS: 
1. Effects of catalytic surface on convective heating of TPS surfaces. 
2. RSI repair methods evaluation. 
3. Tile-to-tile gap effects on TPS performance. 
~ High tem~erature/hi2h densit~ RSI a~plications. 
5. Hi gh tenperature flexible RSI (FRSl) applicat ions. 
--
. i I) 
\ 1';-
,-' 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 10F 2 
1. TITLE OPTIMIZATION OF HIGH STRENGTH STRUCTURAL NO. l2LM-1L02 
ALI.OY AND C(J.1POSI T E SYSTEMS THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE_4_ /28 / 76 
2. OBJECTIVE Develop medium to high strength structural metal matrix 
canposites having improved fracture tou9hness and failure resistance. 
3. NEED ANAL YSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW m. WILL BE LEVEL [!] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [5] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE : I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT : 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LO':; 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS : ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING : HIGH [i] MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) 7ASKS NEEDED : STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH [i] 
GRD TEST [K] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
'" ~ C 




f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE FY 78 
< 
'" ! a: ~ 
~ :II 
'" '" 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
'" i 
..., 
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5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 




.. ~ ~ 
'-' ~ or 
<: 








througr a better understanding of the micronechanical, ohysical 
"" ... 
... 
oJ < a: \oj ... 
> c: < 
"" 
.. .. 
.... 0 0 
and chani cal Qrocesses associated with crack instabilit~ 
through o~t im ization technigues such as mechanical and thermal 
means and allol: modification. OQtimizat1on of the failure 
resistance of metal matrix cOOl~OS i tes. 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. 1 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
TITLE OPTIMIZATION OP HIGH STRENGTH STRUCTURAL NO. 12/M-1 /02 
ALLOY AND COMPOSITE SYSTEMS THEME IW.G. / TASK 
DATE ~ 128 ;76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
1 ) Im~roved fracture toughness of existing alloys through optimization of 
thennal and mechanical treannents . 
2) Improved understanding of the micromecnanica1 processes governing crack 
----instability to optimize fractu re toughness. 
-------
---3) Alloy development . 
!} ImprQlled fgj] ure resistance of metal matrix c~osi tes. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Use existing medium and high ~trength 
al10ls with less than optimum toughness -- wei9ht and si ze pena lty . 
---
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
506-16-21 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
~y 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
- - f- l-. ( 1 ) 
(2 ) 
1-. (3 ) 
(4) 
MANPOWER (M·V) 
INHOUSE 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 I CONTRACT 4 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 5 5 
FUNDING (106 $) 
. 2~ .2' .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .6 .6 .6 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT . 2~ . 2~ . 5 .5 . 5 .5 ,5 .6 .6 .6 
.. • 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE More Efficient. Reliable Thermal NO. 12 M-l 03 Rl 
Cor.crol Systems/Materials THEME / W.G . / TASK 
DATE 4 /28 i 76 
2. 01M~~Tb¥e, ong-l i fe capabil ity for in-orbit thermal control of advanced 
space transportation system 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW !!l , WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL rn FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE: 1985 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [!] LOW 0 
d ) CRITICALITY TO THE ~CCOMPLISHMENTS : ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING : HIGHm MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED : STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH 00 
GRD TEST [!] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more ) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE FY ' 78, New Start, $200K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE C'F THIS TECHNOLOGY Long-life stable second-surface mirror coatings 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Long-life pumps for radiator systems, low solar absorptance/ high 
-





SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
TiTlE More Efficient. Reliable Thermal Control NO. 12 M-l 03 Systems/Materials THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 18 / 76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 1. Development and long-life test of pumps for high efficiency. 1 i ght-
weight radiators 
2. Low a/E SSM coatings for radiators 
3. Conductive coatings for prevention of charge-build-up 
4. Increase efficiency of structural heat pipes 
5. Integrate into design of vehicle and test 
-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. ~~RRENT2'PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 6-16-3 SSM Coatings Technology 
Heat Pipe Technology 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Long-life Pumps 
Low a/E SSM 
Conductive Coatin ~s 
STR . HT. Pi pes 
Design Int. 
Testing F c: Cl p 
-
MANPOWER (M·Y) 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 INHOUSE _ _ 
CONTRACT 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.1 . 1 .15 .IS 
.15 .I S .15 .1 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .1 .3 .4 .5 .4 .4 .3 . 3 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE IMPROVED AND/OR PREDICTED COMPATIBILITY NO. l2/M-l/04 
Of METALLIC STRUCTURES EXPOSED TO THEME / W.G. / TASK 
CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENTS DATE~ / 28,' 76 
2. OBJECTIVE Develop an adequate understanding of the compatibility of 
metallic structures and chemical environments to eredict and extend 
structural 1 ife. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW GJ, WILL BE LEVEL ru UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL ~ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE : 1980 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT : 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [K] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS : ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING : HIGH [XJ MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED : STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH [II 
GRD TEST GJ AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
~ 
.. 








~ s 0 0 4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
0 ~ 0:: Z ~ .. <> % '" ... ! ;:: ~ ... 
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5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
Develop an improved understanding of the chemical compatibility between 
space related metallic structures and chemical environments (i.e., 
tankage, nuclear containment vessels, etc . ) in order to attain adequate 
.. 
-
.. quantitative models of life prediction to pennit optimum selection of 
-
.... 
alloys, microstructures, etc. for space structures particularly related 
~ ~ 
oJ <: c:: 
... ~ 
> VJ <: 
to reusabil ity. 
.-- -
w ... "-








SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORPt2NO. I 
PAGE 2 OF 
TITLE IMPROVED AND/OR PREDICTED COMPATIBILITY OP NO. 12/M-l/04 
METALLIC STRUCTURES EXPOSED TO CHEMICAL THEME / W.G. / TASK 
ENV IROtf.1ENTS 
DATE 
.A. / .J.pJ li 
6. FtECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
j ) Establish the kinetic and mechanistic as~ects of degradation Qrocesses 
-
associated with chemical com~atib11itl ' 
2) Establish the compatibi1itl between structures and eotentially 
degradi~ironments associated with ASTS. 
1.) Deve10Q accurate and reliab1e a guantjtative life Qredictjon technigues 
for materials associated with the ASTS. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Use current technology for life 
prediction and chemical compatibility - weight increase and lack of 
reliability. 
-
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
506-16-31 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 






MANPOWER (M·Y) 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 INHOUSE _ _ 
CONTRACT 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 
FUNDING (106 $) 
INHOUSE .2 ~ .3 .3 3 .3 3 ,~ 3 
CONTRACT 1 .1 ? ... .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
1. TITLE fIIDIlNDE IECl:ltHQIIES ~AIUICIILARLX NO. l2LM-1L05 
BELAIED 10 SIRUCIURAL RElISABII In: THEME I W.G. I TASK 
DATE 4 127 I 76 
2. OBJE'CTIVE 
10 adllam"e tbe tecboo]o~ of DQDdestructi~e metbods ;o~ the 
e~11Ylt~9R IRd deteGt~sR sf flaw5 i" metall;e stluetules 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW m. WILL BE LEVEL [] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I DATE : )980 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT : 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [!] LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCG MPLISHMENTS : ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING : HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED : STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH [!] 
GRD TEST Ii] AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLI GHT TEST ' 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE FY 78 300K 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
--
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
In order to ensure structural ;ntegrit~ and reus~bi] j ty ~e must 
adequately develop accurate and reliable nonde s~cti ve t esting 




SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. 1 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
TITLE NDTlNDE TECHNIQUES PARTICULARLY RELATED NO. 17/M-1/OS 
TO STRUCTURAL REUSABILITY THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 /28/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
1) Develop accurate and reliable nondestructive evaluation and testing 
techniques. 
2) Apply techn~ques to the reusability of~tru ctures of ASTS. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Loss of reliabil i ty 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 




MANPOWER (M -Y) 
1 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 INHOUSE 
- -
CONTRACT 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 
FUNDING (106 $) 
. 2 .2 .2 ,3 .3 .3 .3 .2 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .1 .1 .1 . 1 .1 . 1 .1 .1 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
FORM NO. 1 
PAGE 10F 2 
1. TITLE MATERIALS/PROCESSES FOR
 ADVANCED NO. l2/M~1/06 
PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4/28 .. 76 
2. OBJECTIVE Develop materials and manufacturing ~rocesses f
or higher 
performance, longer life, reusable. cost~effec
tive ~ro~ulsion s~stems. 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW [il, WILL BE LEVEL [i] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNO
LOGY READY 
AT LEVEL [j) FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE : ]983 I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM III LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
: ENABLING III OR 
ENHANCING : HIGHD MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED : STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH Ii] 




OTHER (Specify) 0 Yes FY 78 PQQ.K (Check o




f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 
c 0 
Z II: ~ 
= i 0 0 4. COMPLEMENT
ARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIR
ED FOR 
0 z ~ 0: Z 
0 ... ... 





Z ~ >< c 
<: u ... II: 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
Ad~aD~ed ~bemi~al propulsion s~stems 
~ ~ < C :; % '-' .... 
= ~ :;; II: ~ >- 0 ; ~ ;;: Z 
>-
0 




i z i :: c = '" 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT 
REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
• Develop alloys resistant to hydrogen
 embrittlement 









• Detennine reactivity of alloys to h1gh~pre
ssure oxygen 




... • Deyelop ceramic bearings 
.., • Develop high strength/high 









SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. 1 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
TITLE MATERIALSLPROCESSES FOR ADVANCED PRQPULSIQN NO. l2/M~ 1/06 
SYSTEMS THEME 1 W.G. / TASK 
DATE 4 / 28; 7ti 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
1) Laboratorl development of materialsLerocesses 
-.£) Rig~testing under simula ted ogerating collilLtiQDS 
3} Commercial s~~ le-u 
-- -- ---------
4 ) I Il,-orp_orati o.n in applica Q,.1 e rQPulsi 91J systens 
----
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
H2 E!11br ittle 
0, effects 
COO1POS i te tanks 
Ceram ic bearjfl<l 
Nozzle allovs 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE __ 1 ? 3 3 3 2 1 
CONTRACT 
- -
1 :> :> 3 2 1 
FUN[)IN(, (106 $) 
. 1 . 1 ,1 ,1 .1 . 1 . 1 INHOUSE ~ 
CONTRACr-
- -










 ' LOGY NEED NO. 
rOWER GE i~::RATlON 
MAT'LS/PROCESSES 




COMPOSITES FOR LARGE 
SPACE STRUCTURES 
!N-SITU SPACE MFG . OF 
LARGE STRUCTURES 
LONG-TE~ SPACE EFFECTS 
ON MAT ' LS 
THEME 07 - MULTIPURPOSE SPACE POWER PLATFORM 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED PRIORITY ASSESSMENT 
(List in _iC8I order, 1 - H .... Priority' 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
SPACE SPACE SETI SOLAR SYS. GLOBAL ADV.TRANS 







*PRIORIT CONCURRE ) WITH BY ~-n 
- --
FORM II 
M-1 FORM III WORKING GROUP 
DATE 4 I 29 I 76 
NASA RIIT SUMMARY PRIORITY ASSESSMENT 
e- IlaT ... WG TT fU~ren I K [T~~!l 51 
x x 3 800 1200 (RP -
X X 4 275 400 
(RP 
OSF ~20" 200 200 


















~TECHNOLOGY NEED NO. 08 
SPACE HABITAT 
MANUFACTURE & REPAIR 
DEVELOP LUNAR HABITAT 
CON~rRUCTION METHODS 
DEVISE THERMAL CONTROL 
FOR SPACE HABITAT 
MANUFACTURE COMPOSITES 
IN SPACE 
EXTRACTION OF STR. 
MAT'LS FROM LUNAR SURF 
SPACELpROCESSING FOR US 
ON EARTH 
DEV. OF FAB. TECH. FOR 
SPACE ERECTABLE STR. 
EFFECT OF SPACE ENY. 
ON MATERIALS 
THEME lOB - SPACE INDUST. 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED PRIORITY ASSESSMENT 
(Lilt in _icao1 anIIf. 1 - H .... Priorityl 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
SPACE SPACE SETI SOLAR SYS. GLOBAL ADV.TRANS 











* PRIORITY CONCURRED WITH BY WG-TT 
FORM II 
WORKING GROUP M-l FOAM III 
DATE 4 ,29 ,76 
NASA RaT SUMMARY PRIORITY ASSESSMENT 




OSF >20 250 
>20 
X ">20 100 
X 
04 >20 2000 
X 5 500 






THEME ' 9 - SEn 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEEO PRIORITY ASSESSMENT 
lL.iIt in _icaI ordw. 1 - Hw-t Priority) 
7 8 9 ,.. 10 11 12 ~. SPACE SPACE SETI SOLAR SYS. GL.OBAL. ADV.TRANS POWER INDUST. EXPL.. SERVICE SYS. 
TECHNOLOGY NEED NO. 
s~~BET6ft~ ~~aN-rILM 
RFP PROTECTION 3 
LARGE ANTENNA 
STRUCTURES - STABLE 2 
AOY. LUB. FOR ANTENNA 
STRUCT. 4** 
LONG-LIFE CRYOGENIC 
SYSTEMS FOR MASERS. ETC 1 
,.. PRIORITY CONCURRED WITH BY WG- TT 
** TT QJESnONS THE NEED FOR THIS TASK 
FORM II 
M-1 FORM III WORKING GROUP 
DATE 4 I 29 I 76 
NASA R8IT SUMMARY PR
 lOR ITY 
ASSESSMENT 
t.omoo1 lilT ... WG TT Curren Q&T tv ITn+",1C:V 
X >20 250 
X 6 200 
X >20 100 100 
X 















'nCJ" L It , V - ,;)VLt\1'\ ,;),,;) 1 CJ'I C'.,-L. 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED PRIORITY ASSESSMENT 
(Lilt in _UI CIfdMo, 1- H ..... f'riorityl 
7 8 9 10 * II 12 ~ SPACE SPACE SETI SOLAR SVS. GLOBAL ADV.TRANS POWER INDUST. EXPL. SERVICE SVS. TECHNOLOGV NEED NO. 
kAD. STABLE COMPo 9 
SOLAR SA I L HIL. 7 
ELECT. MTLS. FAB. 4 
CRYO. FOR MASERS 8 
MTLS. PWR. CONY. 12 
r---' 
MTLS. ENERG. STOR. 6 
HI. TEMP. SOL . CELLS 10 
/tICL. SHIELD 1 
-
PLAN. PROBE TPS 13 
ABORT RTG TPS REJECT 
- -
CRYO. FOR SCI. 5 
SUN RADIATOR 17 
PLAN. ATM. INSUL. 11 
* PRIORITY CONCURRED WITH BY WG-TT 
'-491:: OT &. 
FORM II 
WORKING GROUP 
M-1 FORM III 
DATE 4 ,29 ,76 
NASA R6T SUMMARY PRIORITY ASSESSMENT 
Cwo .. , lilT ... WG TT (;~~y. T~:!Hk' 
X 11 300 
X )20 250 
X 19 1000 
X X 8 300 500 
RR) 
X X >20 100 200 
RP) 
>20 
X >20 500 
X 14 400 
X 12 400 400 
X >20 50 50 















THEME 1/10 - SOLAR SYSTEM EXPL. (CONTINUED) 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED PRIORITY ASSESSMENT 
(Lilt in numerical onIef. , - Highelt Priofityl 
7 8 9 10 .,.. 11 12 ~. SPACE SPACE SETI SOLAR SYS. GLOBAL ADV . TRANS POWER INDUST. EXPL. SERVICE SYS. 
TECHNOLOGY NEED NO. 
SAMPLE RET. EIC 3 
TIC MTLS. DEV. 2 
CONTAMINATION 14 
ENV I R. CONTROL 15 
ROVER TIC 16 
REUS. INSULAT. REJECT 
-
RADIOACT. HEATERS 18 
SOLAR PROBE TPS REJECT 
MIN oK CRYO. REJECT 
* PRIORITY CONCURRED WITH BY WG-TT 
Page ~ of ~ 
FORM II 
M-1 FORM III WORKING GROUP 
DATE 4 ,29 ,76 
NASA RlIfT SUMMARY PRIORITY ASSESSMENT 
c.. ..... , RIT ... WG TT (;~~K. T~~!I (I( 
)20 
X )20 300 300 
-
X >20 200 


















THEME #11 - GLOBAL SERVICE 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED PRIORITY ASSESSMENT 
(List in numeriul order. 1 - H~ Priority I 
7 8 9 10 11 12 ~ SPACE SPACE SETI SOLAR SYS. GLOBAL ADV .TRANS. POWER INDUST. EXPL. SERVICE SYS. TECHNOLOGY NEED NO. * 
CONDUCTIVE THERMAL 
CONTROL COATINGS 4 
MANUFACTURING IN 
SPACE 2 
CRYO SYSTEMS FOR 1 
<:J: M<:(1Q <: 
CONTAMI NATION 6 
ULTRA-HIGH CONDo 
HEAT PIPES 3 





- ---- - -----




--. - I-- -. 
* PRIORITY CONCURRED WITH BY WG-TT 
FORM II 
M-1 FORM III WORKING GROUP 
DATE~ /li. 1 Zfi 
NASA RIIoT SUMMARY PRIORITY ASSESSMENT 
C-.:trtn1 AITB_ Curro m~!;t~ WG TT ~ ~ 
OSS X 13 50 _ 200 
X 20 -- 300 
X )20 -- 200 
'-
X )20 -- 200 
X 18 -- 200 
X 1>20 -- 150 
X )20 
-- --
X )20 -- 200 












THEME #12 - ADVANCED SPACE TRANSPORTATION 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED PRIORITY ASSESSMENT 
(List in numerical order. 1 - Highest Priority) 
7 8 9 10 11 12 ~ SPACE SPACE SEn SOLAR SYS. GLOBAL ADV.TRANS. POWER INDUST. EXPl. SERVICE SYS. * TECHNOLOGY NEED NO. 
TPS/MATERIALS 2 
HI. STRENGTH AllOYS 
AND COMPOS ITES 4 
THE~tAl CONTROL 
SYS. AND MAT'LS 6 
METAlLICS AND CHEM. 
ENY. 3 
NDT/NDE FOR 5 STRUCTURES 
MATl'S FOR ADVANCED 
PROPULSION 1 
--- f-- -








* Pk.ORITY CONCURRED WITH BY WG-TT 
FORM II 
M-1 FORM III WORKING GROUP 
DATE 4, 29, 76 
NASA RIltT SUMMAR',' PRIORITY ASSESSMENT 
Cun.nt R&TB_ urr. T~~~I tl( WG TT tl( 
X 2 550 550 
X )20 400 400 
OSF X )20 200 400 
'-
X )20 400 400 
X )20 300 
X 1 300 
--
-
-- - - -

